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After 40 years in business, we 
look back on the advances in 

technology that make up a 
modern wireless transmitter.

And it’s simply wonderful.

Authorized Lectrosonics Dealer

• Compandor-free digital 
audio quality

• Miniature size with AA 
battery power

• External powering with 
auto restore

• Adjustable power output

• Adjustable low frequency 
rollo�

• Servo bias microphone 
input preamp

• DSP controlled, dual
envelope limiter

• Splash and moisture
tolerant housings

• Compatibility modes for 
use with other models and 
brands

• Audio coupled remote 
control
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Editor’s Note

MONDAY: Your set call is 6:30 
am in San Pedro. You can never 
be late, in case they get a first shot off 
quickly. You get up at 5 am in order to 
shower, drive, park and shuttle to the 
set. You are tired because your body 
clock didn’t let you fall asleep before 
11:30 pm because it hadn’t adjusted 
back from the all-night work last week. 
You feel lucky you got a full 5 ½ hours 
of sleep in. You are careful not to wake 
your wife as you dress in the dark. You 
quietly open the door to your daugh-
ter’s room to take a peek. It’s always the 
highlight of your day as you gaze at her 
sleeping angelic face. Then you open 
the next door and take in a glimpse of 
your son, before dashing out. You need 
those moments to remind you why you 
bust your ass every day. You can al-
ways catch up on sleep later.
 Your show uses that extra hour 
of summer sunlight to shoot till magic 
hour ended, around 8:30pm. That ends 
day one. Just another average 14 hour 
day to start your week, but at least the 
grips are happy with the OT. You then 
take twenty minutes to gather the gear 
up and wrap it back to the truck.  You 
turn in the dailies and are handed a re-
vised call sheet as you leave. It says 
tomorrow’s call will be 8 am down-
town. Good you think, the drive will be 
shorter, but then you remember that it’s 
rush hour, so you will still have to leave 
home by 6:45 am. After the van takes 
you back to your car, you start to drive 
home at 9 pm. The good part is there is 

no traffic going home. The bad part is 
you know why. You get home at 9:45. 
Sadly the kids are already long asleep. 
You open your son’s door and kiss his 
cheek and it makes you remember why 
you do what you do. 
 From the moment you open 
the door, you can feel time ticking to 
get to sleep now or pay the price tomor-
row. However, you need some time to 
unwind first. So you browse the mail, 
chat briefly with your wife, watch a 
few minutes of TV and don’t actually 
fall asleep until after midnight. 

TUESDAY: 8:00 am set call 
downtown. As the alarm goes off at 
6:30 am, you tell yourself you will go 
to bed early tonight. At least you will fi-
nally see your kids before you leave to-
day. You go in and wake them. Starved 
for your attention, they climb all over 
you. You wonder how you will send 
them to college when you can’t save 
enough money as it is, but it makes you 
remember why you do what you do. As 
you drive the gridlocked freeway, you 
are glad you don’t live out in Valencia 
anymore.
 Wrap is called at 8:30 pm. So 
it’s a rare “easy” 12 hour day. The elec-
tricians grumble about the early wrap, 
and you wonder how they would feel 
if they had an eight hour day, like your 
neighbors do. You hurry to put the gear 
away and be transported over to your 
car, but you realize that you’ll just miss 
your kids going to bed, so you call them 
to say good night. Thank God for cell 
phones. Since you have no free time 
during the week, your mind drifts to 
thinking about your precious weekend 
plans. Your son’s soccer game begins 
at 8 am and you had signed up to set up 
the goals, so you have to be there early. 
After soccer, there’s a birthday party 
at your in-laws and on Sunday, your 
daughter is having her swim meet at 9 
am. No sleeping this weekend, you’ll 
catch up next week. So you begin to 
wonder if they will shoot into Saturday 
morning again and cut into your week-
end “free time”. If it’s anything like last 
week, you are screwed. You take a peek 
at the shooting schedule for Friday. It 
says you are on stage. You make the fa-
tal mistake of thinking for one fleeting 
moment that you might get out early. 
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You realize that you just jinxed any 
chance of an early wrap. 

Wednesday: 7 am set call at Leo 
Carillo Beach. The alarm goes off 
while you were dreaming that both re-
corders malfunctioned and you had to 
tell the director you missed the shot…
or was it a dream, you’re not sure for 
a moment. You feel great because you 
got a full six hours sleep last night. It 
helps you to believe that only sissies 
need more that. 
 You dread beach days because 
that means you are lugging your gear 
over sand and it’s a pain to get sound 
while staying out of the lens. The first 
shot is your two stars running out of 
the ocean wearing skimpy bathing suits 
and then they sit down on their towels 
and have two pages of dialog. So you 
tell the director that you can’t put wires 
on them. You ask him to shoot with 
just the wide shot and then to do the 

The DP glares at you. Then seconds before they roll, he yells for the B camera 
to grab a tight two shot. He looks over and says “sorry”...

coverage next, when they go in tight? 
He agrees. The DP glares at you. If 
he only knew what you were thinking 
about him. Then seconds before they 
roll, he yells for the B camera to grab 
a tight two shot. He looks over and 
says “sorry”, that he needs that shot. 
Right. The DP looks smug. The whole 
day is a nightmare and you can’t wait 
to wrap, but there is still a complicated 
3½ page night scene that takes until 11 
pm to finish. You finally wrap after 15 
½ hours. It’s smiles all around for the 
teamsters. The stage call tomorrow is 
pushed to 1 pm, so the poor actors can 
get their turn around rest. You get home 
after midnight. Everyone is asleep. You 
feel shaky and overtired, so you have a 
glass of wine to take the edge off. Make 
that three glasses by the time you hit 
the hay around 2 am. You realize your 
only free time all week will be after 
you wake up, but at least you can sleep 
in later tomorrow.

Thursday: 1 pm set call on Stage 
16, but your kids are jumping on top 

of you at 7 am. Your wife hastily herds 
them out of the room, but you are torn 
because you really want to see them. 
Not exactly quality daddy time, but 
you’ll take what you can get. You are 
really groggy this morning. The wine 
didn’t help either. You doze off rest-
lessly and get up by 9 am because your 
body clock won’t let you sleep in. You 
say to yourself that you will miss lunch 
today and squeeze in a nap, even though 
you know you are not the napping type. 
You have your first one-on-one face 
time with your wife in days. She tells 
you she’s feeling neglected and rais-
ing the kids alone. She also says you 
have to spend more time with her. You 
promise you will. You take advantage 
of the spare time this morning to drop 
your car off to get that brake problem 
fixed and rush off in the loaner to work. 
As soon as you step foot on stage, one 
of the fifteen producers comes up and 
accusingly informs you that they will 

have to loop the two page beach scene 
from yesterday. You resist the tempta-
tion to tell him what you really think 
and explain the no-win situation you 
faced. He doesn’t seem to buy it and 
walks gruffly away. You get a knot in 
your stomach, which gets larger as the 
day goes on as they fall further behind 
schedule. Way behind. The 1st AD is 
on the warpath and pushing the crew 
hard, and there is some talk that they’ll 
drop the last scene, but at 10 pm all 
hope is dashed when you hear a second 
meal is ordered, that no one wants.  It’s 
another 14 ½ hour day (morning) when 
they call wrap at 4:30 am. On the drive 
home, you see a beautiful sunrise.

Fraterday: 2 pm set call on Stage 
14. You wake up when you hear your 
laughing kids getting ready for school. 
Your body clock is completely broken 
now, but you try to catch another cou-
ple of hours sleep to make it a full five. 
Your car is repaired and you leave early 
to pick it up. You hope again for a short 
day, but know in your heart that you are 

screwed no matter what. Yes, it’s an-
other 14 hour day and you wrap at 4:30 
am. You feel grateful it was only a 70 
hour work week. Those poor bastards 
on stage 10 are working long hours. On 
the drive home, you try to concentrate 
by reminding yourself that Brent nev-
er made it home to his wife and kids. 
You dive straight into bed without even 
checking in on your kids because you 
want to fresh for them tomorrow, or to-
day. Of course then you lay there for an 
hour, too wound up to fall right to sleep 
at 5:00 am.

Saturday: Day to rest. Your “rest” 
is over by 7 am. With almost no sleep, 
you get ready for the soccer game. You 
feel like someone hit you with a sledge 
hammer. Your body is screaming for 
rest, but that’s ok, after all, it’s the 
weekend and now you can finally have 
some quality family time, you’ll catch 
up on sleep, maybe a nap later. 

Sunday: Day to rest. You got a full 
seven hours of sleep. It’s the best you 
have felt all week, so why are you still 
tired? Your wife wants you to go out to 
dinner and movie, so you go to make 
her happy. Dinner is good, but apparent-
ly you snored during the whole movie 
and now your wife won’t speak to you 
on the drive home. You make a men-
tal note to rent that film some day. You 
are grateful you are working in town 
and have this time to spend with your 
family.  It’s a 6:30 am call tomorrow 
for the new episode. So there will be 
a fresh new director, DP and AD wait-
ing, so you try to fall asleep early but 
your body clock is still on all nights, so 
it’s after midnight before you doze off. 
You’ll only get five hours in, but who 
needs sleep anyway?

“Caught between the longing for love, 
and the struggle for the legal tender… 
and when the morning light comes 
streaming in, we’ll get up and do it 
again...Say a prayer for the pretend-
er”. - Jackson Browne S&P
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SNIPPETS

Robert and Sound Devices Jon Tatooles 
during their Hollywood “Meet ‘n Greet” 

John making an on set collection with Castle’s Joe Foglia
Ian Thompson with his beautiful baby... 

a mixer in training

George Flores with Millie discussing
the Comtek BST 75-216

Robert Kennedy & Keith Garcia 
showing some Lectro love
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Robert & alexa Beta tester, Bill Bennett, aSC, testing the audio & 
timecode functions of alexa Version 3.0 prior to its releaseJohn Coffey, Zhao Bin-Kun, Jim Tanenbaum and Sui Chun-Li 

mingled in Beijing

Nina Coffey, Mark ulano & Jim Tanenbaum during a recent 
visit with some experienced sound mixers from China 

The closest John will ever get to an Oscar

Robert, Fabi, Matt, John, Larry & Karl checking out the new 
Quadra at the Lectrosonics booth during the NaMM show
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sound 
mixing

A Joe Michalski Mix
Shameless
By Daron James

 Walking onto stage 19 of the 
Warner Bros. lot is where I stumbled upon 
the young Michalski. Fresh in the mixing 
chair cultivated from 15 years of experi-
ence on the floor, Shameless is Joe’s first 
mixing job. Coming up the ranks from 
utility, Joe has worked as a boom operator 
for many years on series like Undeclared, 
Monk, Without a Trace, and Eastwick. 
Landing the Shameless gig from a referral 
was exactly what Michalski was looking 
for in his career. “I love booming, a lot. 
Being on set, interacting with the actors 
is an amazing experience, but I knew I’ve 
always wanted to mix,” mentions Michal-
ski. “I learned a lot of my chops from Jay 
Patterson. He taught me well.”  
 The crew is filming their 12th 
and final episode of Shameless’s first sea-
son. (Hopefully not their last.)  Like most 
sound mixers on set, Joe has a quiet way 
about himself - shifting from his chair to 
a standing position, as he slides the fad-
ers of his Cooper 208 along to the defiant 
voice of Frank Gallagher yelling in the lo-
cal bar set just a few feet away. 
 Since Shameless is shot mostly 

on the WB lot (if you’re not familiar with 
their rules and regulations, you’re not 
actually allowed to use your own equip-
ment), you’re given equipment issued by 
the Sound Department of Warner Broth-
ers. Being a late pick up, Michalski didn’t 
have much to choose from. Besides the 
Cooper 208 mixer, they outfitted him with 
the Fostex DV824 8-Track DVD Recorder 
(a second DV824 is used for backup), a 
pair of wireless viewing monitors, and a 
slew of Lectrosonics wireless with Sanken 
COS-11D lavs. Joe’s cart has an antennae 
farm and a Lectro hybrid system that’s 
powered via 12V battery. Working with 
only 8 channels, Joe has to re-patch certain 
hard lines between scenes and rehearsals. 
“When you have 12 or so characters in a 
show and only 8 channels to work with, it 
can be tricky at times, but I’m always dou-
ble-checking to make sure it’s right before 
we hit the red light,” explains Michalski. 
To help post, he’ll digitally label the tracks 
for easier accessibility and continuity.     
 Michalski doesn’t color code 
sides, but rather marks them with a pen 
during takes to decide where to go with 

each channel. He records a 23.98 non drop 
frame rate and like many shows today, 
Shameless shoots with multiple cameras. 
The main A & B are RED cameras using 
mostly an 800 ISO with a 3900K color 
temperature. At times, Cinematographer, 
Rodney Charters, ASC, will use the Canon 
5D during certain situations. This makes 
things interesting for boom operator Chris 
Diamond and utility Mike “Fuzzy” An-
derson. Chris has been booming since ’98 
and on Shameless, he’s equipped with K-
Tek poles and Sennheiser MKH 50’s for 
the core of his work. This is the first time 
Chris has worked with Joe, but they’re 
sync’d together on set like a 788T and 
CL-8. 
 Dailies were Joe’s savior. A fast 
moving, new show. A fresh crew. He had 
to figure out quickly what was working 
and what wasn’t. “Watching dailies helps 
me understand what I can get away with,” 
says Michalski. Joe tends to peak his lev-
els a bit more on this show than he nor-
mally would. “I learned to adjust to the 
equipment and what works for the show,” 
mentions Michalski. 

If you haven’t tuned into Showtime’s Shameless, you’re missing out on a fearlessly crude new series that’s 
surprisingly appealing, funny and touching. The adapted show follows the anti-social behavior of the Gal-
lagher family whose struggles in Chicago center around their lack of money. William H. Macy plays Frank 
Gallagher, a single father with an unapologetic drunk tongue in the mix of six, spirited and independent 
kids. Emmy Rossum’s oldest sister character, Fiona, is the glue that keeps this family of quasi orphans to-
gether. It’s up to sound mixer Joe Michalski and his crew to capture this character drama with absolutely 
no shame. 

WIlliam H. Macy as Frank Gallagher
during Veronica Fisher’s 
wedding day celebration
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Mixer Joe Michalski, boom Chris Diamond & utility Michael “Fuzzy” anderson

Chris booming actor Steve Howey in the Gallagher’s kitchen

 The sets have no moving walls 
and are built smaller than most practical 
rooms, which makes it harder to get Chris 
(who’s well over six foot) with his boom 
alongside camera. “We wire when we need 
to. During certain blocking, we’re picking 
up the scene with the boom and ending 
on the wire and vice versa, because of the 
confined spaces and camera movements,” 
explains Michalski. “It’s not the ideal situ-
ation for any sound mixer, but you have 
to work with what is presented to you.” 
The crew usually has to get their sound 
in a few takes. They have rolling scenes 
and last minute changes to take into ef-
fect while working. “It’s not just mix-
ing anymore, you have do a little more,” 
says Michalski. “When we get what we 
need, it feels great, but we stay ready to 
resolve any upcoming issues as we move 
forward.” One of the biggest challenges, 
besides the abrupt laughs and noises from 
little Liam Gallager, are the prop noises. 
“I try to anticipate everything I can to give 
post a lot of choices, but sometimes the 
outcome isn’t what we were hoping for,” 
mentions Diamond.   
 With upwards of ten characters 
on camera, Fuzzy steps in to help boom 
where he can. “During rehearsal, Chris 
will watch and if he knows he’s caught in 
a corner of the bar or whatever, he’ll have 
me step in,” explains Fuzzy. There isn’t 
much playback on the show, but when 
there is, the crew uses a Mac with Sound 
Studio. 
 The particularly young cast 
doesn’t lack any professionalism. Like all 
sets, they do have their fun, but with such 
a variety of kids, you’d think there would 
be somewhat of a learning curve with set 
etiquette, but there isn’t. Everyone’s there 
helping each other out and knows to come 
to sound to get wired. “It’s about setting 
a good line of open communication from 
the beginning,” says Michalski. “When set 
isn’t waiting for us, that’s a good thing.”  
 One of the other challenges is 
the show’s budget. Being its first season, 
production has the task of keeping their 
spending tight to its waist. “The lack of 
pre-production can hinder us at times,” 
explains Michalski. “But each department 
steps up and does what they can to help 
out – everyone is fantastic about that.” 
When I asked Joe if he had any advice for 
an up and coming mixer, he mentioned to 
learn your gear and what it can do – when 
you do that, you’ll be able to troubleshoot 
set issues so much easier. Shameless can 
be seen on Showtime Sunday nights… be 
sure to check your local listings to watch 
this compelling comedy with grit. Joe on his cart, mixing a scene for Shameless S&P
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Parks and Recreation
On set with Sound Mixer Steve Morantz 
and his crew
By Daron James

utility Mitch Cohn, mixer Steve Morantz, CaS, 
amy Poheler & boom aaron Wallace

Season three of Parks and Rec splashed onto our TVs this past January, and yet again, it’s freakin’ hilari-
ous (at least in this viewer’s opinion). If you haven’t seen the show, stop reading this article and go watch 

the ‘Telethon’ episode. When you’re done laughing and setting your season pass recording, then come back 
and finish up this story. Good writing separates the great shows from the what-in-the-world-is-this shows, 
and the pens on Parks supply plenty of it for its hilarious cast of characters centered around former SNL 
star, Amy Poehler. Steve Morantz, CAS, and the rest of the sound department were kind enough to let S&P 
sneak a peek into their sandbox of fun.

 Along with boom Aaron Wallace 
and utility Mitch Cohn, Steve settled in 
on Parks at the beginning of season two. 
Born and raised in California, Steve was 
somewhat of a drifter when it came to 
his career in his early twenties. Shuffling 
back and forth from odd bartending jobs, 
he didn’t know exactly what he saw him-
self doing. It wasn’t until after he started 
working as a production assistant on com-
mercials that he enjoyed production sound 
and the lifestyle of a sound mixer. Once he 
saw that, he knew he wanted in. 
 He ended up taking a sound ex-
tension class taught by Jim Tanenbaum at 
UCLA. “I always thought I would work 

my way up from utility, to boom and then 
to a mixer. But during Tanenbaum’s class, 
he asked me what I wanted to do, and I 
said I want to mix. So that’s what he told 
me to do – go mix,” says Morantz. Prov-
ing more difficult than it sounded, Steve 
spent the next four or five years snagging 
the occasional low-budget feature or com-
mercial to mix.
 Steve didn’t give up. He built 
great relationships along the way with 
other sound mixers like, Glen Berkovitz 
and David Kirschner, and landed his first 
show Entourage - a very big test. He was 
eventually recognized with an Emmy for 
his work on the location heavy HBO hit. 

After working the run of Samantha Who?, 
Steve wound up on the CBS lot again, but 
this time on Parks and Rec. 
 Steve’s cart carries a Zaxcom 
Deva V as his primary recorder with a 
Sound Devices 744T for back up. The 
Cooper 208D is his mixing board with a 
Lectrosonics Venue Receiver and a com-
bination of SM and UM transmitters for 
wireless. Sanken COS-11Ds are used for 
lavaliers. The lot is freq coordinated so 
Steve never has to worry about any is-
sues. Aaron is fastened with a Loon boom 
pole and attached is a Schoeps CMIT-5U. 
When Mitch helps boom a scene, which 
is about eighty percent of the time, he’ll 
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Steve isn’t in a mix, you can find him on 
the golf course or trying to piece together 
the perfect cart.
 Steve never claims to be a great 
mixer, but rather a good mixer who’s 
learned the proper set etiquette so as not 
to cause waves. Now married with two 
children, Steve has grown up, in life and 
on set, doing all he can to help the show 
he’s working on, as well as the people who 
have helped him along the way. You can 
catch episodes of Parks and Recreation 
Thursday nights on NBC. 

Steve on set working his mix 

aaron Wallace booming actress amy Poheler 
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strap in with a K-Tek. 
 Recording at 29.97fps 48K 24bit, 
Parks doesn’t telecine, they sync every-
thing upstairs in the edit bay. Color coding 
scripts is a habit of Steve’s. He’ll usually 
be consistent with the actors, labeling Poe-
hler with red, blue for Ann and so forth. 
Most of the time, Steve is mixing two dif-
ferent booms. “We do generally wire be-
cause we’ll have seven or eight people in 
a scene, but Aaron tries to get everything 
with the boom,” explains Morantz. He re-
serves track one for his first boom record-
ing, the second track for his second boom, 
followed by all the ISOs. Steve will often 
do ten tracks on the show.“For me, play-
ing both booms separate from the wires 
is less chaotic,” says Morantz. Another 
thing Steve always tries to get his sound 
in the master shots. “Even if they only use 
a snippet from it, they’ll at least have it.” 
 During rehearsals, Aaron is more 
of the captain on set. He’ll let Steve know 
what he’s thinking and what he needs help 
with for a scene. Mitch, on the other hand, 
is the guy in charge of wiring everyone 
and helping Aaron at a moment’s notice. 
“I used to micromanage a lot,” says Mo-
rantz. “But I’ve learned to let go since 
I’ve been working with these guys for so 
long.”
 The show’s conference room is 
one of the least friendly sound sets they 
have. “We can barely get a boom in there 
at times,” mentions Wallace. “Most of the 
time we’re on wires.” The bullpen area is 
a little different story because of the busy-
ness of it. People are generally moving 
all the time in that room. The sound crew 
relies heavily on help from camera assist 
and the DIT girl, Jai Corrida. “We have 
a fantastic relationship with our camera 
people,” says Cohn. “With the little moni-
tors Morantz has to catch shadows, it’s 
nearly impossible. She’ll just radio ahead 
to camera and we’ll adjust accordingly.”

The show does step outside on 
location about half the time. “We’ll do a 
few days on set, a few days on location – 
it keeps things interesting on the show,” 
adds Cohn. When they do go mobile, 
Steve is ready for that too with a Sound 
Devices 788T and CL8 packed into a bag 
when he can’t use his cart. They’ll use ear-
wigs and speakers for playback on a Mac. 
If Andy’s band is playing, they’ll bring in 
another guy for that day with a Pro Tools 
rig. “We record the band live so it’s easier 
for me to have someone else handle all 
their ISOs and tracks while I take care of 
the dialogue,” explains Morantz. 
 A relationship with post is just as 
important as the people you’re working 

with on set, and Steve makes an effort to 
check in every once in a while, even if it’s 
just to stick his head in. “The dialogue edi-
tor told me they use about ninety percent 
of my mix,” says Morantz. He even had a 
successful run without having to do any 
ADR, until recently when an actor’s sick-
ness forced them to do a little. “I owe a lot 
of it to my crew,” mentions Morantz. 
 “Everyone is really friendly on 
the show. The DP, the gaffer we help each 
other out all the time,” says Morantz. “It 
doesn’t hurt that you work with some 
of the funniest improv actors too. When 
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The goal: to establish a standard 
evolving workflow so productions 
have a common ground on which 

to tailor their project. This ambitious effort 
was introduced at a series of seminars on 
January 8th, 2010 at Sony Studios under 
the moderation of John Coffey, Vice Pres-
ident of the Cinema Audio Society. The 
day included two panels: current trends in 
digital cinema technologies as presented 
by manufacturers, and a white-paper de-
veloped in co-operation with CAS and 
Scott Wood of Avid Professional Services.  
Approximately 200 motion picture indus-
try professionals were in attendance.

In the first session, John Cof-
fey summarized some of the challenges 
facing audio professionals in the motion 
picture industry. He expressed the on 
going changes that the introduction of 
digital cameras has brought to the pro-
fessional audio community. The standard 
workflows associated with film are being 
replaced by a myriad of methods leav-
ing sound professionals in the dark. John 
noted that the production sound mixer is 
sometimes forced to make decisions that 
can greatly affect post-production, even 
before the post-production staff has been 
hired!

The first presenter was Mike Ko-
vacevich from Panavision. Mike outlined 
the standard ability of digital cinema cam-
eras to record audio and accept timecode. 
Mike noted that audio is typically fed as 
a scratch track via a Comtek to avoid the 
needs to sync audio for dailies and that 
common timecode rates are 23.98 and 
29.97fps. The smart slate is a fall back 
or even the primary timecode reference 
should the production decide to forgo ex-
ternal LTC input and run the system “old 
school.”

Next up, Stephan Ukas-Bradley 
from Arri who gave an overview of the 
new Alexa Digital Cinema Camera. He 
outlined some unique manufacturing pro-
cesses and sensor characteristics which 
give the film it’s cinematic look. He ex-
plained direct recording of ProRes com-
pressed 1080p video directly to an SxS 
card which can be edited immediately in 
Final Cut Pro or Avid Media Composer 
using AMA. 

The CAS Digital 
Gameplan 
Seminar

Tommy Mack provided some 
comic relief and a great introduction 
to Panasonic’s 3D camera. Tommy ex-
plained that the AG-3DA1 records to 2 
SD cards. The cards are then processed 
with Cineform Neo3D to create editable 
assets whose 3D and color characteristics 
can be manipulated non-destructively in 
real-time. Tommy stressed the simplicity 
of the Panasonic camera that is bringing 
3D content to the masses.

Michael Cioni, CEO of Light 
Iron Digital, started with an allegory ex-
plaining that the “digital revolution boat” 
has set sail, but that it is still swimmable. 
Michael’s PowerPoint demonstrated the 
historic domination of IT technologies 
over other major markets. His message 
was that the audience would increasingly 
find their profession becoming IT-based. 
Michael outlined his company’s services 
which offer instant dailies on iPad and 
syncing “hero audio” for dailies and edi-
torial assets generated on set using their 
Outpost cart. 

Gary Vahling, Rental Manager 
of Coffey Sound, hopped in and summa-
rized the state of the wireless spectrum 
and some possible changes to expect.

 Robert Kennedy, Product Spe-
cialist at Coffey Sound, addressed the 
challenges of dual-system sound and a 
preview of the afternoon session. Robert 
stated that in order to maintain the auton-
omy of sound and camera, better methods 
need to be developed and fostered in the 
digital motion picture production com-
munity. He noted that getting accurate 
timecode and quality audio onto today’s 
cameras is a group effort prone to difficul-

ty. Robert urged the audience to improve 
their timecode accuracy, monitor their 
camera send and to defend their primary 
job function and autonomy. 

Josh Rizzo, Director of Technol-
ogy for Wexler Video, gave a philosophi-
cal perspective on the technological side 
of filmmaking. Josh warned of techno-
logical tools impeding filmmaking. He 
also noted that film is its own archive and 
the IT revolution offers no such value. As 
an IT professional and filmmaker himself, 
Josh urged the audience to be mindful of 
technological tools interfering with film-
making.

 Scott Wood, Avid Professional 
Services, closed out the morning session 
with a perspective on the creation of the 
white paper. He stressed the importance 
of testing workflows, proper scheduling, 
a supporting budget and social sign-off. 
He noted that even though a technology 
can “do something” it doesn’t guarantee it 
will work for the production.

The morning panel finished with 
a question and answer session about time-
code, the “vidiot” perspective and the 
challenges of production. Multiple ques-
tions were directed at Mr. Cioni regard-
ing fan noise on set, union challenges and 
breaking audio multiple times each day.

 
THE AFTERNOON SESSION held the 
WHITE PAPER PRESENTATION with 
Scott Wood and Robert Kennedy. It can 
be found on the Cinema Audio Society’s 
website - www.cinemaaudiosociety.org. 
It will live there in a constantly evolving 
and updating state. 

John Coffey, CaS, moderating a distinguished panel of guests

S&P
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sound 
abroad

Rising from Ashes
Notes from a Sound Mzungu
By Sean McCormick

Last October, I was trolling for infor-
mation on JW Sound regarding travel 
in Africa, specifically Rwanda. I had 
just become the sound department on 
the final leg of Rising From Ashes, a 
documentary about Team Rwanda, the 
country’s first cycling team. The editors 
of S&P were kind enough to ask me if 
I’d mind sharing my experience with 
their readers… so here’s my story. 
 Largely due to the genocide that 
occurred in 1994, misconceptions remain 
about what modern daily life is like in 
Rwanda. I certainly pictured it to be dan-
gerous and unstable, with Rodan-sized 
mosquitoes and typhoid covering every 
surface. Getting over $300 of inoculations 
prior to leaving didn’t assuage my con-
cerns, either. Thanks to folks online who 
were generous with their information, 
along with some general research, the veil 
of unease quickly lifted. It also helped to 
know that the director had been over there 

a few times already.
 Rising From Ashes has been in 
the works for the last five years. It’s being 
produced by Greg Kwedar of Gratis 7 Me-
dia Group and directed by T.C. Johnstone. 
Sixty minutes of it is already complete. We 
were going over to finish it by filling in the 
cracks with additional b-roll, interviews, 
scenic’s, and attempting to cover four cy-
cling races in Kigali, the capital of Rwan-
da. As an added bonus, we were actually 
making two films, as manufacturer Zacuto 
is creating a BTS piece called bts: a web 
series ~ The Journey Begins. We had two 
additional shooters who were responsible 
for producing and shooting the BTS.
 Prior to leaving in November, I 
attended a couple of meetings with the di-
rector and producer to establish what their 
goals were and began assembling my rig 
with those objectives in mind. Left to my 
own devices I am occasionally guilty of 
over-thinking situations and have arrived 

at more than one knife fight with a ba-
zooka. I am a long sufferer of diarrhea of 
the gear. I made it a goal to fit all essential 
items in a Pelican 1510, the largest airline-
approved carry-on they make.
 I went with my 302 as the mixer 
in a small Porta-Brace, along with an at-
tached RM Multi. As this was a DSLR-
based shoot, I was going to need a re-
corder. I chose not to bring my 788T; a 
decision I pondered quite a bit, and then 
decided it was going to be overkill and an 
unnecessary risk. I ended up finally pull-
ing the trigger on a Zaxcom ZFR100 with 
the STA150 stereo adapter to be my pri-
mary recorder in the bag. I had been eye-
ing it for a while, as I’ve wanted to have a 
TC-friendly cart backup recorder, as well 
as something very portable for bag stuff. I 
also like the ability to jam it and then have 
it in a vehicle or on an actor who will end 
up out of range at some point. My biggest 
disappointment about the ZFR/STA150 
combo is the inability to monitor the sec-
ond audio channel via the STEREO adapt-
er. Thinking it was defective, I phoned 
Zaxcom and they didn’t have a compel-
ling reason for this, other than, “That’s 
just how it is”. That being said, I found the 
ZFR to be a great-sounding, very portable 
solution. Even though we are using non-

Team Rwanda member Nathan 
giving us a tour of his village
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TC-based cameras, I still wanted TOD-
stamped files, so I jammed the ZFR100 
daily with my iPhone, using an app called 
Jumpstart LTC. Micwise, I brought both 
of my trusty 416s with a softie and a zep, 
along with my little ENG pole which bare-
ly fit in my carry-on. I included a simple 
AT518 stereo mic with a ball gag/wind-
jammer for quick ambience recordings. 
Lavs were Sanken Cos-11s and Country-
man B6’s. On the wireless side, I opted to 
just use a 411 and 211 (blocks 26 and 25 
respectively), with UM400 and UM200C 
transmitters. I included a camera hop 
consisting of two block 22 UM400s and 
an SRa5p receiver with the EXT plate. I 
brought a Zoom H2 recorder as a backup, 
and it wound up being one of the best de-
cisions I made, more on that in a bit. I also 
toted a netbook for data management. 
 We had a van for the whole trip 
and a driver named Abdoul who was our 
secret weapon as he was a very knowl-
edgeable resident of Kigali and spoke 
French, English and Kinyarwanda, the lo-
cal dialect. We spent the first few days of 
the trip in a small town called Ruhengeri, 
in a lush rural district called Musanze. It’s 
about a ninety minute drive north from the 
capital. Agriculture is big there with lots 
of coffee and tea production. Everywhere 
you look there are these beautiful hills that 
are mostly tilled, which makes for a pic-
turesque patchwork of red earth and green 
foliage. It rains pretty much every day 
there. Ruhengeri is where the team lives 
during training and the team’s coach Jock 
Boyer has a residence there. He was the 
first American to participate in the Tour de 
France.
 Our assignments in Musanze 
included interviews and b-roll at the resi-
dences. As it was mostly a fast-paced 
DSLR shoot, we relied on voice slates, 
finger snaps and the onboard camera au-
dio for sync purposes. I wasn’t wild about 
this, but the producers picked the format 
and were well aware of my thoughts on 
it. Plural Eyes hopefully to the rescue. I 
ginned up sound reports everyday with 
Wave Agent. 
 We started out shooting them 
training on hilly roads. This was accom-
plished with shooters on motorcycles 
using the 5Ds and 7Ds along with some 
helmet-mounted GoPros. We weren’t try-
ing to do too much sound for the on-road 
training since there were always the cursed 
motorcycles in tow. Riding backwards on 
motorcycles and trying to film action is a 

fairly risky proposition, we were very for-
tunate to have no mishaps the entire time. 
One of the team’s support workers had a 
motorcycle accident during our stay and 
had to be stitched up by a vet.
 Big on my list was capturing as-
sorted ambiances in Musanze. Each part 
of the day has different feel to it. To cap-
ture the morning birds I had to get up at 
4:30am twice since someone cruised off 
with the crew house key and we were 
locked inside until after sunup. There’s 
a remarkable variety of birds there, in-
cluding some very vocal Ibis. One thing 
I hadn’t factored in was the attention one 

receives over there in the more rural areas. 
Walking around all blinged out I blended 
in about as well as Rick James at a Klan 
rally. We would get surrounded by curious 
passersby who wanted to ask questions or 
little kids seeking a quick buck. I quickly 
learned that in order to get my nat sound 
collected, I had to go into stealth mode. 
I rigged my H2 into a little tool pouch 
with its Windjammer on and would grab 
stuff while pretending to scribble in a little 
notepad. 
 Folks would soon lose interest 
and be on their way. This approach allowed 
me to acquire several things I wouldn’t 

Rising From Ashes location production team: L-R: Sean McCormick - sound, 
Greg Kwedar - producer, T.C. Johnstone - director, Jeremy Rodgers - DP

Team Rwanda before a training ride
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have otherwise managed, including lots of 
market and neighborhood sounds and even 
a couple of church congregations singing. 
The lesson learned was that some usable 
sound, even if recorded with a prosumer-
ish device, is better than no usable sound 
using the expensive stuff.
 After our stint in Musanze, it was 
time to head back to Kigali, the capital of 
Rwanda. Kigali is a growing city that is 
modernizing rapidly. Our hotel was very 
new and despite the swanky facade, our 
DIT guy had many nightmares there as the 
power would just drop at random. He was 
having to wrangle large amounts of foot-
age from various devices, supporting both 
the doc and the BTS we were doing.
 We would continue to do inter-
views and b-roll in Kigali as well as cover 
four cycle races, at least one of which was 
an Olympic qualifying event. The Team 
Musanze riders were all fairly quiet, soft-
spoken guys, very different from us loud-
n-proud Yanks. We learned in Musanze 

that a less formal interview setup led to 
better content. This also meant we would 
be subject to many noisy environments, as 
there is always some sort of activity going 
on. 
 Covering the races, we again 
used shooters on the back of motorcycles 
and a camera or two at the start/finish. The 
director wanted audio from the chase car 
at the smaller races so I visored a lav for 
the driver who made lots of comments and 
also rigged a mic in the back seat to catch 
the mechanic. We had a BTS guy in the 
front seat so there wasn’t room for me. I 
put the Lectro receivers and the ZFR in a 
tray under the seat and just rolled it and 
split. I put the H2 in a wireless belt on the 
team’s coach who was on a motorcycle. I 
had a Countryman EMW wired for Sen-
nheiser that worked just fine attached to 
the H2’s mic in. Even with the motorcycle 
noise you can still easily make out any-
thing the coach yelled at the team, which 
is all we were hoping for.

 The main race we wanted to cov-
er consisted of 12 hilly, city laps that took 
approximately 20 minutes each. We would 
use about eight shooters on the ground and 
one up in a helicopter. I even had a Go-
Pro on my spare boom pole at the start/
finish. I again wired the coach with the H2 
recorder. Instead of the chase car, the di-
rector wanted me to rig the race directors 
car this time. Again there was no room 
for me. Power was going to be a consid-
eration, as the race was going to be over 
four hours from the point I actually started 
the recording. As we were only concerned 
about recording the driver, I wired two 
lavs and transmitters to the same visor. I 
asked one of the passengers to turn on the 
second transmitter about two hours in. I 
used a Lectro SR receiver with a AA bat-
tery pack I made and put Lithium AA’s in 
the ZFR. I had my boom and bag ready 
for the post-race stuff and was going to 
be doing a single channel boom hop to an 
HVX. 
 During the race I just ran around 
with the GoPro having fun trying to catch 
the passing peloton in different ways. Af-
ter the race ended and we finished running 
around (literally) getting the last OTFs, 
it was time to see whether my car stuff 
succeeded. I was happy to see that both 
UM400s were still on and the ZFR was 
chugging along still. I was not so happy to 
notice the SR was no longer on. 
 Being in a hurry to clear the car, 
I had to just bite my tongue and cross 
my fingers until we got back to the hotel. 
Once there I was able to do the Zax con-
vert and after what felt like an eternity I 
was rewarded with full coverage of the 
event. The battery pack must have conked 
out only a couple of minutes before I de-
rigged the vehicle. Dinner was extra good 
that night.
 I feel very fortunate to have been 
included in this project. Team Rwanda is a 
great metaphor for the rebuilding and rec-
onciliation that is still occurring in Rwan-
da. The poverty in many areas is indeed 
severe but even the poorest folks were in-
credibly generous. It was a good message 
to bring home.

Visit RisingFromAshestheMovie.com to 
view the Rising From Ashes trailer and to 
keep current on the doc’s progress. 

For those really interested, I made my own 
home movie of the trip here: 
www.seanthesoundguy.com/rwanda

McCormick showing a few children a Zoom H2

The peloton at the start of one of the Tour de Rwanda legs
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TASCAM HS-P82 & DR-680
HIT THE FIELD

•	 Dual	Compact	Flash	recording	media	
•	 Long	battery	life	through	low	power	usage
•	 Pivoting	TFT	Color	Touch	Panel	interface
•	 All-aluminum	chassis	is	rugged	yet	lightweight
•	 8-track	recording	plus	stereo	mix	(10-track)	up	to	
48kHz/24-bit

•	 8-track	recording	at	up	to	96kHz/24-bit
•	 4-track	recording	at	192kHz/24-bit
•	 Broadcast	WAV	(BWF)	support	with	iXML	metadata
•	 Up	to	5-second	prerecord	buffer
•	 Internal	microphone	for	slate	recording

•	 Various	power	options	include	AA	batteries	(x10),	
NP	type,	AC	adaptor,	external	DC	input	and	op-
tional	V-mount	adaptor	for	ENDURA	batteries

•	 Limiter	and	low	cut	filter	per	track
•	 8	high-quality	microphone	preamps	and	A/D	con-
verters	with	independent	+48V	phantom	power	for	
each	(standard	XLR	connectors)

•	 8	AES/EBU	inputs	and	outputs	(DB-25	connector)
•	 Sampling	rate	converter	on	each	AES/EBU	input
•	 2	balanced	analog	outputs	(XLR	connector)
•	 SMPTE	Timecode	In	and	Out	(BNC	connector)

•	 Record	eight	individual	inputs	or	six	inputs	plus	
a	stereo	mixdown	up	to	96kHz/24-bit	Broadcast	
WAV	file	resolution

•	 Stereo	192kHz/24-bit	recording	mode
•	 4-channel	MP3	recording
•	 Digital	monitor	mixing	(level	and	pan)	with	record-
able	stereo	mixdown

•	Mid-side	microphone	decoding,	either	during	
recording	or	monitor/mixdown

•	 Ganged	input	option	for	use	with	stereo	mics
•	 Cascade	function	for	running	two	units	together

•	 Pre-recording	feature
•	 Records	to	SD/SDHC	card	media	(not	included)
•	 Premium	AKM	Audio4Pro™	192kHz	A/D	convert-
ers	with	over	100dB	signal	to	noise	ratio

•	 (6)	mic	pres	with	60dB	of	gain	and	phantom	power
•	 (4)	XLR/1/4”	(combi)	mic/line	inputs	and	(2)	TRS	
1/4”	mic/line	inputs

•	 Low	cut	filter	and	limiter	on	each	input
•	 (6)	RCA	unbalanced	line	outputs
•	 S/PDIF	digital	in	and	out
•	 Optional	CS-DR680	and	AR-DR680	cases	available

The TASCAM HS-P82 offers 
8 tracks of the highest qual-
ity recording, yet it’s built for 
the rigors of location record-
ing with reliable solid-state 
performance. Ideal for 
location television and film 
production audio, with eight 
microphone inputs and an 
optional RC-F82 fader con-
troller (pictured below) for 
your biggest projects.

TASCAM’s DR-680 brings multi-channel 
portable recording within reach of 
anyone for polished live music, location 
dialog and surround effects recordings. 

Learn more at http://tascam.com/applications/pro_audio/field_recorder/

TAS_hsp82-dr680_11_coffey.indd   1 2/16/11   11:07 AM
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Rick ash winner of 
Sound Mixing for a 
Television Movies & 

Mini-Series

 Bob Bronow, CaS, winner of 
Sound Mixing for Television - 
Non-Fiction, Variety or Music - 

Series or Specials

Taylor Hackford-Filmmaker award Honoree & 
Jeff Wexler, CaS-Career achievement Recipient 
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The 47th Annual CAS Awards

Board Members of the Cinema audio Society

Tom Fleischman, CaS & Franklin D. Stettner, CaS
winners in Sound Mixing for a Television Series

John Coffey, CaS & Bai Ling with eric Lalicata, CaS,  
winner of Sound Mixing for DVD Original Programming

Randy Johnson, Peter Kurland, CaS, Greg Orloff, CaS,  Skip Lievsay, 
CaS, & Douglas axtell celebrating True Grit’s win for Sound Mixing 

for a Motion Picture (not pictured Craig Berkey, CaS)



Congratulations to the
 83rd Academy Award Winners!

Best Sound Mixing - Inception
Gary Rizzo, Lora Hirschberg & ed Novick

Best Film editing - The Social Network
angus Wall and Kirk Baxter

Best Sound editing - Inception
Richard King

Best Cinematography - Inception
Wally Pfister

ed Novick and his Oscar with the Coffey Sound Sales Department
From L to R: Kristie, Fabi, John, ed, Steve, Millie & Sherrie

Ed Novick would like to especially thank: Steve Nelson, Brian Robinson, David Raymond, 
Chris Atkinson, Larry Commans, Mike Markiew, Gary Rizzo, Lora Hirschberg, 

Tawa Durawojo, Sterling Moore, William Munroe & Richard King
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Best Film Directing - The King’s Speech
Tom Hooper

Best Original Score - The Social Network
Trent Reznor & atticus Ross

Best Visual effects - Inception
Paul Franklin, Chris Corbould,
andrew Lockley & Peter Bebb
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Mixer Paul Ledford 
Battles Alien Warfare 
By Daron James

Battle: Los Angeles takes you on a vis-
cous ride through the streets of Santa 
Monica, California during a mass 
alien invasion. A platoon of Marines, 
anchored by Sergeant Michael Nantz 
(Aaron Eckhart) are tasked with res-
cuing a group of civilians cornered in 
a nearby police station. As they fight to 
reclaim Los Angeles and save the lives 
of the innocent, they overcome obsta-
cles within their characters and learn to 
fight together – as Marines. The sound 
mixer asked to piece this all out war to-
gether was Paul Ledford, CAS. 

Ledford grew up in Louisiana 
and attended Louisiana State University, 
where he made Super 8 films with his 
friend, Steven Soderbergh. They were al-
ways told that moviemaking wasn’t in Ba-
ton Rouge, but rather in Hollywood. Their 
first feature film together was Sex, Lies 
and Videotape which Soderbergh directed 
in Baton Rouge in 1987. Ledford and So-
derbergh went on to make several features 
with another including; Out of Sight, Traf-
fic, The Good German and all three of the 
Ocean movies. 

Battle: LA presented another set 
of challenges for Ledford. When the mov-
ie was pitched to Paul, director Jonathan 

Liebesman wanted to have wires on ev-
erybody. Paul was told he would be deal-
ing with a large cast and battle sequences 
that were not very forgiving for any sound 
mixer. Coming off The Expendables 
helped Paul plot his attack for this show, 
but he knew he would have to treat this 
film differently. 

Ledford bunkered down and be-
gan his thought process. The movie would 
require him to record as many as sixteen 
tracks of dialogue and sound effects at a 
given time. He had to figure out a way to 
set everything up on a primary machine 
that could easily go mobile and run on DC 
power. Paul used the Zaxcom Deva 16 as 
his main recorder, but he got a little cre-
ative when it came to the mixing side of 
things. He paired the Metric Halo UNL-8 
interface and a Euphonix MC Mix control 
surface. A MacBook was modified into an 
Axitron Modbook where they maxed out 
the memory and packed it with internal and 
external solid state drives. “I was comfort-
able with the Deva because I have a rack 
mount for it during explosions, but for the 
Modbook, I wanted to make sure nothing 
would lock up,” explains Ledford. 

A variety of booms, lavaliers, 
plant mics and M-S stereo captured the 

on set action which was transmitted wire-
lessly to the ULN-8’s inputs. Those in-
puts were then fed to Paul’s Cooper 208D 
eight channel mixer. Vark Audio modified 
his board to allow the Metric Halo chan-
nels and aux sends to be inserted directly 
into the internal busses. Everything would 
go to the A-D converters on the Cooper 
and then into the Deva for recording. The 
Modbook would act as a backup record-
ing device and Ledford could also run 
mix tracks to his Sound Devices 744T for 
backup. 

The seventy-four day shoot was 
a challenge for Paul and his crew. Most of 
the the principle photography was in Lou-
isiana. They shot at Barksdale Air Force 
Base, the streets and freeways in Shreve-
port and exteriors and stage work were in 
Baton Rouge. They also shot a few days 
in Camp Pendleton and Santa Monica. 
“One of the few things you can’t fake is 
the Pacific Ocean,” says Ledford. “Mixer 
Phil Palmer handled the actual California 
locations.” 

Paul was able to bring in a fourth 
person for Battle. Boom Ryan Farris 
and utility Chris Welker were on board 
along with new comer David Forshee. 
“We would start wiring vests right away 
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PROFESSIONAL CHOICE

THE COMPLETE WIRELESS SOLUTION, ONLY FROM SENNHEISER. 
The new Sennheiser 2000 Series and all 
generations of evolution wireless are all inter-
compatible, right out of the box. Together, 
they comprise the most comprehensive and 
feature-rich set of any wireless products on 
the market. Sennheiser is the only brand that 
can offer such flexibility. Internal antenna 

splitters, selectable RF output power on all 2000 
series transmitters (10/30/50/100 mW), IR sync 
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Taking a moment inside the sound tent - utility Chris Welcker 
sound Pa David Forshee and boom Ryan Farris

Paul’s cart up close and personal

 Ryan Farris on boom as Bridget Moynahan is on the run - camera operator 
Lukasz Bielan in tow with Jimmy Jensen operating focus

in the morning,” says Farris. “We’d wire 
between ten to twelve actors regularly on 
set, so a lot of our day was managing the 
wireless on all the guys.” The crew used 
a color coded system to make sure every-
thing was in order. “The hardest things to 
deal with were the vests. They were these 
heavy, kevlar, military issued vests that 
had tons of velcro on them. They were ab-
solutely noisy. Joe’s Sticky Stuff became 
one of our best friends on set,” admits 
Farris. Besides wiring the vests, the crew 
would wire through the helmets as well, 
but depending on the actor, that wasn’t al-
ways the option.  

The crew worked with Lec-
trosonics wireless. They used a variety of 
SMs, SMQVs, UM450 and  400s – a lot of 
¼ watt wireless across four blocks. They 
would run two six packs and strap the ex-
tra two receivers to one of the six packs. 
Sanken COS-11D lavaliers were used as 
they held up to gun fire better than other 
lavs they tested. Sanken CUBs were used 
for plant mics and every so often they’d 
bring in a Countryman B6. Farris’s main 
boom of choice was the Schoeps CMIT-
5U attached to a K-Tek and from time to 
time the MK 41 was used for close ups. 

“The biggest challenge during 
this show was setting the right preamps on 
the wireless,” says Ledford. “You’re never 
exactly sure how loud an explosion is go-
ing to be or when an actor is going to start 
talking while they’re shooting. Dailies 
played an important role in helping us fig-
ure those kinds of things out.” They didn’t 
use a two boom system very much. When 
Ryan could place himself behind camera 
and out of sight, he was there to fill the 
environment around the lavs to help give 
them perspective. “That was limiting to 
that one boom however, since at times 
,we were so spread out and had to cover 
so many actors all at the same time. The 
folks in post had to complete that task for 
the final product,” adds Ledford. 

Another challenge was the size 
of some of the sets. Shreveport was very 
cooperative when it came to shutting 
down public streets. A portion of Interstate 
49 was completely blocked off and a 700 
foot exit ramp was closed for the movies 
massive ‘bus scene.’ “It’s great when you 
have that kind of support, but covering all 
that set can be difficult,” says Ledford. 
“We had to figure out a way to stay hidden 
because of the 360 degree camera move-
ments sometimes.”

The bus itself was no easy task. 
“The metal made it difficult for the wire-
less to transmit at times so we attached an 
external antenna to the outside of the bus 
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Chase van for the sound and video assist to follow a rolling bus scene - Professional Wire-
less Systems helical antennas in use for receivers, IFB transmission and video signals

Boom operator Ryan Farris on the run with u.S. Marines, helicopters and 
cameras on the tarmac of Baton Rouge Metropolitan airport

Ryan on boom with assistant director J. Michael Haynie in 
Shreveport, La on an off ramp of I-49 Hwy
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to enhance the signal,” mentions Farris. 
“The freeway set had a tall green screen 
at one end and we had the grips mount our 
helical antennas and IFB’s up about 35 
feet. That covered the entire set. On oth-
er locations, the use of a mombo combo 
stand to get up 24 feet was the right ticket 
for full set coverage,” explains Ledford. 

Even when they thought they had 
it all figured out on set, issues would still 
arise with frequencies. “We had this one 
situation where these two transmitters just 
didn’t like being close to each other on set 
no matter what we did to them,” says Far-
ris. “Making sure everything was healthy 
was top priority.” “We’re expected to 
know a lot more about wireless on set,” 
mentions Ledford. “With the different 
needs from video village, the Comteks, 
IFBs, plus the voice of god, you have to be 
able to organize everything. If you can’t 
you’re pretty much dead in the water with 
RF hits.”  

When the crew did go mobile on 
wheels, Paul was able to pop off his gear 
from his cart and place it into a chase van 
that was built for sound and video assist. 
Professional Wireless Systems rigged a 
grouping of helical antennas for the re-
ceivers and IFB and video signals atop the 
roof for easy transmission.

There wasn’t much traditional 
rehearsal on set, mainly a walk-through 
and then the scene would take place. “At 
times secret cinema became the rule of the 
day, so you would fill up the tracks using a 
zone defense,” mentions Ledford. The ac-
tion scenes were done wide open and full 
throttled which put the sound department 
on their toes to cover everything. When 
they did go back in for coverage, they 
were able clean up any issues that could 
have been present. 

Between the actors running, 
jumping, shooting and screaming to save 
their lives and the constant battle to stay 
organized and ready on set, Ledford men-
tions, “One of the hallmark’s of this film 
was the cooperation we had from the dif-
ferent crews, the director, the actors, and 
producers. At the beginning of the pro-
cess, to help put this all together, were 
the vendors and manufactures. They were 
able to open up and give a helping hand – 
everyone played an important role.” 

Ledford believes that there’s no 
one magic bullet in sound mixing. There’s 
no out of the box solution for all the chal-
lenges that may come from set, but it’s im-
portant to pay attention to the larger idea 
of physics and be a part of the film process 
as much as you can. S&P
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A Bold, New 
Battleground
DP Lukas Ettlin Helps Lead the 
Battle: LA Fight
By Daron James

Lukas Ettlin has battled aliens. As a 
matter of fact, he has spent over three 
months in the grimy, smoke filled world 
of Battle: Los Angeles. After the first 
frame drops in this movie, you know 
you’re going to be in for an explosive 
ride of apocalyptic proportions. The 
story abducts us into the front lines of 
military combat. We fight alongside a 
Marine platoon who is up against an 
alien invasion off the coast of Califor-
nia. Their clash to reclaim Los Angeles 
from an enemy unlike any they’ve ever 
encountered before is headed by Aaron 
Eckhart’s character, Sergeant Michael 
Nantz. Fighting through the battles 
within themselves, the platoon man-
ages to come together to fight as one 
to take back the city. It was up to the 
team of director Jonathan Liebesman 
and cinematographer Lukas Ettlin to 
take charge and wart off these alien life 
forms. 

Originally born in Switzerland, 
Lukas, an NYU film graduate, met Jona-
than his very first day in New York. “We 
hit it off and became close friends right 
away,” admits Ettlin. He ended up lensing 
all of Liebesman’s student films and their 
senior thesis film, Genesis and Catastro-
phe, won numerous awards and is still 
shown at film schools around the country. 
From all the recognition, Liebesman was 
offered a feature. Although Ettlin wasn’t 
able to work on the feature because of his 

‘lack of experience,’ he didn’t give up. 
Lukas continued to work hard and started 
shooting right after graduation. He built 
his resume by filming music videos for 
Marilyn Manson, Usher and 50 Cent, and 
eventually hooked back up with Jonathan 
on The Texas Chainsaw Massacre: The 
Beginning. 

Before Battle: Los Angeles was 
green lit by the studio, studio executives 
wanted to see how the movie was going 
to look – basically, what was the vision 
Liebesman had in mind for the film. This 
is when Lukas got a call from Jonathan 
to help him out. They ended up doing a 
one day shoot with about seventy set ups 
and pieced together a visual reel that blew 
away the studio. “It was a no-brainer for 
them to not only do the film, but to let us 
work on it together,” mentions Ettlin.  

The production landed itself 
in the heart of Louisiana. “Shooting in 
Shreveport and Baton Rouge allowed us to 
do things we wouldn’t be able to normally 
do in Los Angeles, like shutting down a 
freeway or a whole city block,” says Et-
tlin. The seventy-four day production 
wasn’t completely filmed in Louisiana. A 
few of the days were used at Camp Pend-
leton and another week in Santa Monica, 
California for some of the exterior beach 
scenes. 

During testing, they found that 
three Panavision 35mm cameras with 
Kodak film would provide them with the 

most latitude when it came to all the en-
vironments they would be working in. 
“There’s a different approach when you’re 
constantly rolling three cameras on set,” 
says Ettlin. Most of their set ups were not 
just having one camera on a zoom and the 
other two cameras wide. “We constantly 
had a run and gun vibe and were looking 
to put cameras at opposing angles all the 
time,” adds Ettlin. “This style of shoot-
ing required a multi-directional lighting 
approach. Invariably one camera would 
shoot in the direction of the sunlight, so 
we had to figure out ways to give it shape 
by adding dark foreground to create con-
trast.”

When they executed a run and 
gun, reality based style, the operators be-
come hugely important. “Our team, led by 
A cam operator Lukasz Bielan, dove right 
in. Equipped with all zoom lenses, he had 
a lot of freedom to react to what was un-
folding,” mentions Ettlin. The team uti-
lized an assortment of Panavision lenses, 
the 19:90 compact zoom lens being one of 
their staples. An 85:200 lightweight zoom 
lens was used for the longer running scenes 
and a heavy 11:1 lens was shouldered as 
well. For some of the run and gun applica-
tions, the Sony EX3 camera upres’d with 
a Flash XDR was brought in. 

Jonathan sought for a very natural 
feel when it came to the look of the film. 
“He didn’t’ want to over stylize anything 
or make it too desaturated – he wanted it 
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Crew filming some of the soldiers of warB camera operator BJ McDonnell (eft) with 
Lukas ettlin (right) preparing for the next shot

as real as possible,” says Ettlin. Battle: LA 
has a very third person perspective with a 
first person look, and in order to provide 
the viewer with such an experience, the 
show was shot mostly handheld. “We tried 
to move the camera in an organic way 
whenever possible, so instead of dollies 
and steadicam, we had a handheld camera 
on a rickshaw being pushed fast with the 
marines running. When we wanted to go 
low, we’d put it on a pogo mount or on a 
sling,” says Ettlin. “It really makes people 
feel like they’re in the trenches this way.” 

Their approach to this movie was 
to have maximum flexibility with the tools 
that they were using, looking 360 degrees 
whenever possible. As a result, they had to 
build in most of the lighting into the sets. 
For many of the night sets, particularly the 
FOBs (Forward Operating Base), Lukas 
worked closely with the production de-
signer Peter Wenham to integrate practical 
lights into the overall set design. Natu-
rally, during a disaster like this, the mili-
tary would bring in a crude form of flood 
lighting. Ettlin and Wenham chose tall 

construction lamps with four mercury va-
por lamps to each unit that could crank up 
and down and mover around easily. “They 
have a very familiar look from street con-
struction sites at night and we’d get this 
beautiful flare whenever they ended up in 
the shot” explains Ettlin. 

The Venice back alley sets with 
the different houses and car ports were 
actually built on a stage right up into the 
stage walls. “The idea was to have it look 
like it kept going into infinity,” adds Et-
tlin. They outlined the entire stage with 
these huge, white curtains and would 
hang teasers to extend the sightlines. “We 
would get pretty close to those walls and 
it became tricky at times to sell it with all 
three cameras looking everywhere,” says 
Ettlin. “We had to use the right amount of 
smoke and backlight just to get it right.”

In a scene where the platoon 
finds shelter in a house, Lukas admits they 
played with the practical lighting a lot. 
“We had tungsten light on the inside and 
the outside was daylight, but it played a 
cool, natural tone. It felt right, so we kept 

it that way,” mentions Ettlin. 
There’s another scene where the 

platoon figures out where the alien com-
mand center lives underground. Going 
in after it, the group finds themselves in 
water surrounded by these cocoon like 
things. Lighting underground with two 
feet of water isn’t an easy task. Aside 
from the alien ship spotlight, this was the 
only time the aliens affected the lighting 
of the film. They put light ribbon LEDs 
inside the cocoons, gelled and dimmed 
them up and down during the shot. Later 
in post, they added sparks to complete the 
otherworldly vibe. As for the rest of the 
underground world, Lukas used a couple 
of tricks. They built these pipes along the 
ceiling and walls that would twist over one 
another which allowed them to sneak in a 
Kino Flo light here and there. “We could 
expose a certain area and have light sliver 
through or we could twist the pipe closed 
if we had to,” says Ettlin. “Our gaffer, Dan 
Cornwall, also had this jemball light on a 
stick that was battery operated. He could 
bring it in and dim it down without chang-
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an explosion during the ‘bus scene’

a little blue screen work

Our saviors underground
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ing the color temperature. It worked out 
really well.”

Our color palette was very much 
inspired by military colors, infra red and 
nightvision green. Inside the helicopters, 
they built these little lights that looked 
military issued with some green flos so 
they would have no problem being in 
the shot. Fire played an important role in 
lighting night scenes in the movie too. “It 
gave us some great sources that were raw, 
quick and fit our reality based concept. We 
would complement that with mercury va-
por street lamps and remaining fluorescent 
lights. The resulting color contrast was 
real but also had some style,” says Ettlin.

Many big set pieces had addi-
tional built sets to complete the action. 
The freeway repel was shot on a big blue 
screen set built on containers to get the 30 
ft drop. Computer programs were used to 
decide on the orientation of the set in re-
gards to the sun position throughout the 
day, to match it to the real location and 
avoid shadow issues. Cranes were used to 
get the camera in the right position; how-
ever, whenever possible they used ridable 
cranes with handheld cameras on them to 
stay in our mode of shooting.

As the film tracks twenty plus 
marines well into the second act, it was 
necessary to pick up additional coverage 
for many scenes throughout the shoot. In 
addition, the temperamental Louisiana 
weather often forced the shooting company 
to go to cover sets. The biggest challenge 
was matching those exterior day scenes on 
a stage. “The bus scene is a perfect exam-
ple of this,” says Ettlin. They shot it free 
riding with platforms attached to the sides, 
so they could have cameras roam on the 
outside of the bus looking in. On stage, the 
bus was surrounded with blue screen and 
with their approach of shooting 360 de-
grees, it made it nearly impossible to light 
it naturally and have it match the scenes 
shot outside. “We had to push light inside 
the bus from high and low, and basically 
used every in inch to bounce in some more 
light, adds Ettlin. “We then used mirrors 
and lights on chases for sun movement 
and those natural window kicks that occur 
in the real world.”   

Battle: Los Angeles was a story 
told from the soldier’s perspective. With 
the help of the military, CGI and the crew, 
Lukas and Jonathan were able to tell a 
kickass story of triumph and will. When 
I asked Lukas if he had any advice for 
an up and comer, he mentioned, “To take 
chances and push the boundaries when 
you work – because most of the time it 
pays off.” S&P
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QUESTIONS with 
Battle: la 
Director Jonathan Liebesman10

How did you land the job to direct Battle: LA?
I have always been a huge fan of sci-fi films and I loved the con-
cept of Battle: LA when I first read the script. However, with 
something as heightened and concept-driven as an alien invasion 
film, I felt as though the only way I could express my ideas for the 
film would be to put together something visual; to really get ev-
eryone into the story and see how gritty I wanted the world to be. 
 So I shot a short film about an alien attack on Santa Mon-
ica, making it very different from any of the slick, sexy alien inva-
sion films, instead making it raw and as real as possible. I think 
the producers appreciated this new take on the genre and how the 
story should be told.  

You’re known for scaring the crap out of people from the film 
The Texas Chainsaw Massacre: The Beginning. Did you use 
any similar suspense-building techniques in Battle: LA?
I enjoy the process of mapping and building a cathartic emotional 
experience for the audience, no matter which genre I’m working 
in. Certainly, I use a lot of what I’ve learned from previous films  
- when you have a group of 
militant aliens systematically 
hunting down a platoon of 
Marines in close quarters, that’s 
when my experience in horror 
becomes a real asset. But I also 
try to take a lot of risks and 
push the boundaries of what 
I’m comfortable with.  
 In BATTLE, I tried 
to push myself with the action 
sequences – we collaborated 
with military advisors and 
real Marines to make sure we 
achieved a gritty, raw feel to the 
action in the film and keep it as 
grounded as possible. I came at this project with the sole intent 
of making it a very realistic depiction of battle against a foreign 
force – this is essentially a war film with aliens. 
 As a director you have to make sure that each technique 
you use will best serve the journey of the film and not just show-
case what you feel comfortable with; you can’t choose the safe 
option. 

Since this was a big-budget movie - Did you approach your 
directing any differently during filming? 
I think the important thing is keeping creative within your means 
- whether you’re working on a huge budget studio film or a lo-
fi indie, you can’t rely solely on the budget to shape the possibilities 
of the story you are telling. Rather, you must stay creative and 
keep pushing the boundaries; instead of finding original ways to 
do things because you can’t afford them, you should always just 
be finding originality, regardless of the dollar amount.

What was your most memorable scene to shoot in Battle?
Ironically for an action film, my favorite scene was an intensely 
intimate character scene with Nantz. It’s a quiet moment where 
he takes stock of all the men he has lost; he remembers every 

single name of the soldiers who have died under his command 
and in doing so, is driven by a tangible reason to keep fighting an 
impossible battle – to honor those soldiers who died fighting. For 
the audience, it works to heighten the personal stakes of this huge 
action film; it shows the heart behind the spectacle. 

Are you worried about any comparisons to District 9/War of 
the Worlds? 
Not really; I think we’ve found a fresh way into the genre while 
still respecting the audience’s expectations. We’re still going to 
deliver a huge sci-fi action film, but it won’t be glossy and imper-
sonal – it has heart, and it is grounded in reality. 

How were Aaron Eckhart and Michelle Rodriguez chosen to 
team up for this film?
I’ve always been a huge fan of both Aaron and Michelle and I was 
very lucky to collaborate with them on this film. Aaron is a highly 
intelligent, gutsy actor who brings everything he has to set every 
day and never backs down – you cannot fault his dedication to his 
work. Michelle is very similar in many ways to Aaron and I feel 
like the chemistry you get on screen between them is real – she’s 
a fun, fearless fighter and she never gives up. Having them on set 
gave everyone confidence to push the limits because they knew 
that Aaron and Michelle were giving everything they had, every 

day - that’s a fantastic feeling 
for a director to have.  

The trend now is 3D – Is this 
something you wanted to steer 
away from? 
I think 3D is a brilliant advent 
in cinema and something I’m 
very excited to work with in 
the future. However I think 
mistakes have been made in the 
past with people rushing their 
film through a 3D conversion 
process to capture a specific 
audience, and 3D is a medium 
that needs to be treated with an 

appropriate level of respect. If you’re going to create a 3D film, 
you need to craft it specifically for that medium and choose wisely 
in how you will tell your visual story – otherwise it becomes a 
gag, which undermines the brilliance of its promise. 

What kind of inspiration did you draw on for Battle: LA?
Aaron (Eckhart) and I both watched a lot of war footage, focusing 
on modern combat from Vietnam onwards. 
 We tried to get a lot of visual information on the technol-
ogy used in Afghanistan and Iraq – the soldiers on the ground are 
hounded by drones that they have no realistic ground defense for, 
and that feeling of vulnerability, of being outstripped by technol-
ogy, is the same feeling we wanted for the soldiers in BATTLE. 
The aliens arrive with highly advanced weaponry that the Marine 
platoon have never seen before, let alone know how to defeat, and 
they have to rely on their ingenuity and elite skills to survive. 

What advice would you give to an up-and-coming director?
Choose stories you want to tell and don’t give up. If it was easy, 
everyone would do it. 

If you weren’t in the film industry, what would you be doing?
I don’t know, and I hope I never have to find out!
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The Project Files 
of Danny Michael
By Daron James Danny on set with Matt Damon

in The Adjustment Bureau

S&P had the pleasure of sit-
ting down and catching up with 
the soft spoken Danny Michael 
about his days on set, life off it 
and what keeps him wanting to 
go back . The native New Yorker 
has an ensemble of various proj-
ects coming out including Limit-
less, The Adjustment Bureau, One 
for the Money, Mr. Popper’s Pen-
guins and a Tom Hanks/Sandra 
Bullock film called Extremely 
Loud and Incredibly Close. Dan-
ny is a busy mixer these days, 
but when he was younger, he’d 
be the first to tell you, he’d never 
thought you could have a career 
that was fun – I guess he turned 
out to be wrong. 
What influenced you to become a mix-
er? I grew up in Queens and I had a high 
school friend, John Sosenko, who is now a 
DP/camera operator out in LA – we would 
hang out a lot. His dad fancied himself as 
a documentary filmmaker and the summer 
we graduated high school, we went and 
made a documentary in Woodstock (a year 
after the music festival). Since I knew the 

most about sound, he made me the sound 
man. We kept going back and forth to 
Woodstock doing this documentary, but I 
never thought anything of it – especially 
for a career. It was just fun.
 When I went off to college, I ac-
tually studied as a communications major 
and a sociology minor. I didn’t take any 
in the way of film classes in school, but I 
kept on working with John and doing other 
projects with students I knew at the NYU 
film school.  After graduating college, I 
found that my years of small film proj-
ects developed into a new small group of 
contacts that were making films and docu-
mentaries that paid me for my work. This, 
I determined, was looking like a career.    
Do you remember your first sound 
package? I started sound recording in the 
1970’s. I graduated college in 1974 and 
that summer my father helped me out and I 
bought a Nagra 4.2L – the mono version. It 
cost me exactly $1,735. I had a set of Bey-
erdynamic DT48 headphones one preamp 
that gave power to a T-feed mic. A friend 
would let me borrow his Sennheiser 415.  
Was it easier to land work back then?  
In New York, there were two unions. They 
had Local 52 and a smaller union called 
Nabet 15. It was pretty hard to get into the 
Local 52. You basically had to know some-
one or be grandfathered in, but Nabet was 

for people like me. People who were just 
starting out in the business. It was, there-
fore, comprised of a younger group of 
people who were intrigued by film – who 
thought it was more of an art form. It was 
easier back then to befriend people and 
stay friendly because the union was com-
prised of everyone in film; it wasn’t sepa-
rated into their different crafts like it is in 
Los Angeles. Thru my early documentary 
work, I got to travel to places like Swe-
den, Columbia, Norway, Amsterdam, and 
Brazil. It was an amazing opportunity for 
a young person. Looking back, everybody 
helped everyone out, and I don’t remem-
ber not having a good relationship with the 
people I worked with. 
How did working in the 70’s shape you 
as the mixer you are today? In ’75 or ’76, 
I was introduced to the Schoeps 41 hyper-
cardioid mic. I used it all the time with a 
low cut for all my film work. It sounded 
very clean and smooth on dialogue and 
music. I often found myself preferring it 
for close up work outdoors over a shot-
gun because of the advantage of having 
the capsule in such close proximity to the 
actor’s mouth. As a mixer, I am always 
interested in making sound that matches 
the camera’s perspective. There was very 
little use for two camera shooting back in 
the day. It was a different style then. When 
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able to shoot in New York for two weeks 
(thanks to ever fluctuating film incentives) 
then we moved to Philadelphia where we 
faked New York for the rest of the show. 
The director (Neil Burger) and DP (Jo Wil-
lems) were absolutely fantastic to work 
with and got us through all the tougher 
times on set. 
 Mr. Poppers Penguins presented 
some unusual challenges because we were 
working with live penguins on stage and 
had to keep the temperature around 40 de-
grees all the time. 
 Other than that, the shows were 
pretty smooth to work on without a lot of 
hiccups. We’d lay down carpets when we 
needed to and radio mic when booming 
wasn’t possible. One of the projects I re-
ally enjoyed working on was Last Night 
with first time director Massy Tadjedin. It 
was a small, twenty-five day shoot almost 
entirely shot with one camera. It made me 
feel like one of those movies I worked on 
in the 70’s & 80’s where everyone on set 
puts everything they have into it to make 
the best picture they can. It’s nice being a 
part of those projects from time to time.
Do you have any advice for up and com-
ing sound people? Yes, let people know 
you’re there by being a presence on the set. 
Don’t just focus on being the sound mixer. 
No matter what happens, it’s a collabora-
tive effort with the other crew members 
working with you. It’s important to estab-
lish relationships with all the departments 
because they’re the ones who will have 
the greatest impact on the quality of your 
work. 

Danny’s cart - color coded and ready for the day’s work
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Danny on set with Matt Damon
in The Adjustment Bureau

S&P

they would shoot a wide master – it was 
okay to get wider sound quality, but as we 
got closer, my choice was always to work 
with the Schoeps on a boom.  
Did you manage to start a family along 
the way? Yes, I did. I married my wife 
Judy in June of 1978 and we’re still mar-
ried today with two kids. Well, they’re not 
really kids anymore (laughing). I have a 
daughter, Emily, who is twenty-nine now 
and a son, Max, who is twenty-six. It was 
tough in the beginning when I was travel-
ing for months at a time, but Judy made 
sure to avoid making it into something 
negative. They’d come visit me on set in 
new and unusual places and then they’d fly 
back home to be with their friends – it was 
important for us, as a family, to find a nice 
balance whenever possible. I’m convinced, 
to this day, they know how to travel light 
because of all those trips.
How has your gear changed along the 
way? I used the Nagra up until School of 
Rock with Jack Black. I even used the Na-
gra on 8 Mile. I switched over to the Fostex 
PD-6 for Stepford Wives when that first 
came out and now I work with the Fostex 
DV824 8-Track Recorder. I have a Cooper 
208D mixer and, along with the Schoeps 
hypercardioid, I now use the CMIT-5U 
over the Neumann KM82 that I used to 
favor. For my mobile work, I’ll strap on a 
Sound Devices 788T and, many years ago, 
I changed out my Audio Limited radio 
mics for Lectrosonics. Since The Depart-
ed, my backup has become Metacorder 
on an Apple laptop setup with an Apogee 
Ensemble (modified for 12V operation) 
for my A to D conversion. I also record 
that backup material about 3 to 4db lower 
for extra protection. I use a CAT5 system 
for video and audio and I loop the audio 
thru the video assist which then feeds the 
Comteks during playback of a scene. Sad-
ly, with so much high def video showing 
up on jobs, that nice, durable Cat5 setup is 
no longer capable of providing SDI video 
to my sound cart.  One step forward an-
other step backward. 
Tell us a little bit about your workflow. 
I tend to set up my board more visually 
then a left to right manner.  I’ll usually put 
my booms in inputs six and seven. The 
boom furthest right on set will go into the 
far right input. For the plant mics, I’ll do 
the same, and place them visually on the 
board in comparison to where they are in 
the room. I usually get larger sides and 
color code them because I don’t want to 
be squinting to read cues when we’re film-
ing. I’ll remove every bit of action from 
the sides so it’s just the words… this way 

I’m concentrating only on the things I need 
to be. 
 As for rehearsal, I have an amaz-
ing crew I get to work with everyday. 
We’ve been together for a long time, 
which makes things so much easier. Kira 
Smith is my boom and Julian Townsend 
is utility/2nd boom who came in a little bit 
after The Departed. All three of us will try 
to watch rehearsals. There are often times 
when we are doing catch up and in that 
case, I’ll just have Kira watch. Once we 
figure out what the two booms will do and 
what Julian can help cover, then we sort 
out what else can be done – like sweeten-
ing the scene with a radio mic or putting 
down a plant mic for more coverage. But 
just because it worked in rehearsal, doesn’t 
mean it will work when they roll. Things 
change. Like a last minute flag or camera 
angle change, so we’re always on our toes 
to make those adjustments. 
A lot of work goes into making these 
shows – do you mind briefly talking 
about some of those efforts? Adjust-
ment Bureau was all shot in New York in 
about 65-70 days with all the reshooting. 
To work with Matt Damon again is an 
amazing opportunity – he really is a true 
professional and a very friendly person. 
New York has its problems though. They 
won’t shut down traffic unless it’s for a vi-
sual reason so you have to keep working 
in the environment you’re given. I can tell 
over the years New York has gotten a lot 
louder. We’re almost always on radio mics 
for back up during exteriors. 
 For Limitless, we were only 
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island 
mixing

OFF THE MAP WITH
MIXER WALTER ANDERSON

By Daron James

 The original pilot was shot in 
Puerto Rico, but when ABC picked the 
series up, producers decided it would be 
best to change its location to Hawaii. This 
meant, that about ninety-five percent of 
the first episode needed to be reshot. The 
plan was to do four days on stage and four 
days on location, but that ended up chang-
ing too.
 The crew Walter brought with 
him was long time friend and ace boom 
operator Doug Shamburger. He was 
also lucky enough to inherit utility Jon 
Mumper, who worked on the Lost series. 
“Jon was terrific. He knew all the roads 
and the local stuff from Lost. We were re-
ally lucky to get a hold of him,” says An-
derson. The show did most of the exterior 
filming in and around the valleys on the 
wetter, east side of the island, while the in-
terior/exteriors of the ‘Clinica’ were shot 
on the practical set built in a jungle basin 
located near Wahiawa in the north central 
part of the island.
 The ability to be mobile on this 
series is an understatement. Walter’s 
team needed to be quick, agile and able 
to work in various terrains with chang-
ing climates. Flown out the Friday before 
the first shooting day on Monday, Walter 

put together a package that could be just 
as versatile as the conditions. He decided 
to construct two separate SKB case/Film 
Tools carts connected by snake cable for 
this show. One carried his main recorder, 
the Zaxcom Deva V 10-Track recorder 
and a Fostex DV824 8-Track recorder for 
back up. In the same case, he paired them 
with his Sonosax mixer with an analog 
SSX film module switcher for all his ISOs 
and private lines back and forth from the 
Comteks. On the bottom, he had a 12 volt 
battery for power and a CAT5 cable con-
nected to his board so he could receive 
video from the DIT and send audio to set.  
 An additional case that was 
smaller and lighter, housed the wireless 
recievers and IFB transmitters. This cart 
was parked on the set. A combination of 
Sanken CUBs and COS-11Ds were used 
for lavaliers. The case was then connected 
by an 8 XLR 400 foot snake which would 
run back to his ‘recording case.’  “The two 
separate cases allowed me to be far away 
from set and out of the way,” explains An-
derson. For radios, Walter uses a variety 
of Lectros. He has about thirteen wire-
less transmitters in both SMV and SMQV 
styles. But he’ll be the first to tell you the 
200 series Lectros are the best sound-

ing ones they’ve made. The crew uses 
them for their wireless booms when they 
can’t be hardlined with a duplex cable.   
 To haul this around, Walter 
was able to locate a special rig which 
was built for the Lost sound crews. Lost 
boom op, Dennis Fuller, had told Wal-
ter about the rig, and he found it rusting 
away behind the sound stage. A PVC 
framed roof was fabricated ‘McGruber’ 
style. When covered by a tarp, it pro-
vided a dry, shaded transport/shelter for 
most any terrain and weather condition.  
 One of the challenges on the 
show is Hawaii’s nagging humidity. One 
minute it can be a blue, sunny sky, the next, 
a squall of rain. Walter equipped Doug 
with a CMIT-5U for his boom work. “The 
5U is a lightweight (nice for boom) and 
warm sounding shotgun mic,” says  An-
derson. “Fair warning though, the Schoe-
ps is a little more prone to break down in 
the humidity. If you bring one to Hawaii, 
make sure you bring a hair dryer too.”  
 Between the windblown red dirt 
that needed to be blown out of the equip-
ment on a regular basis and end of day 
drying, Hawaii isn’t all fun and games for 
a sound crew. “Dennis Fuller, managed to 
gave me a lot of great tips,” says Anderson.  

Off the Map is the latest medical drama from Grey’s Anatomy producer Shonda Rhimes. Scribed by Jenna 
Bans, the series follows a group of American doctors trying to find themselves in an unnamed South Ameri-
can country. Working out of a medical station in a remote jungle, the storylines follow the various reasons 
why these new recruits are running away from home. Walter Anderson, CAS, was given the opportunity to 
set up camp in Oahu, Hawaii and bind the sound of their stories together.
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Boom Doug Shamburger, mixer Walter anderson & utility Jon Mumper 

4WD eZ uP, 2.0

Ready for a walk n’ talk, across a river

By Daron James

 In his 48K 24bit 29.97 non drop 
frame mix, Walter would set up track 
one as his main recording mix. Then on 
track two, he’ll have a safety recording at 
-8db. “The most common problem you’ll 
hear from post is over modulation. If you 
have a track about 8db cooler, post can 
sometimes use this to get around that is-
sue,” says Anderson. Thankfully, they 
don’t do a lot of remixing on Off the Map, 
and about ninety plus percent of Walter’s 
mix is used. “I couldn’t do it without my 
boom guy, Doug,” explains Anderson.  
 Armed with a heavy, eighteen 
foot Ambient pole, Doug is a load of mus-
cle. “He can swing that pole around with-
out a concern and get things other boom 
guys just can’t,” mentions Anderson. Wal-
ter also points out that a boom operator’s 
back is a hazardous situation because of 
the unbalanced load. Over time, if you 
don’t switch from a right-handed posi-
tion to left-handed one, it can cause your 
muscles to overcompensate. Doug has no 
issues booming on both sides, and this al-
lows him to be towards camera at all times.  
 While they watch rehearsal, 
Walter has full trust in Doug and his 
decisions about what he can get and 
what he can’t. “He’s kinda stubborn and 
prides himself on his work, so Jon rarely 
has to help boom. Doug will be the last 
one to ask for a wire,” says Anderson.  
 “The show was a little crazy in 
the beginning but settled down like most 
shows do,” says Anderson. “If we had a 
little more time to prep or were brought 
on during location scouts, production 
may have moved even smoother.” Walter 
recalls a time when they were shooting a 
scene on a river. Sure enough, at the ex-
act moment the characters were to speak, 
rapids raged next to them, clearly causing 
an audio problem.  After a quick pow-
wow and just before producers were push-
ing forward for ADR, the crew came up 
with the idea to flip over a few rafts to cut 
the noise of the rapids. Oddly enough, it 
worked and no ADR was necessary. “It’s 
the little things like that. If you get to see 
them in advance, you’ll be able to trouble-
shoot easier when you shoot,” explains 
Anderson.
 “It was a real adventure shooting 
on location. The Hawaiian people were 
great and everyone melded together,” 
says Anderson. “We were lucky enough 
to have mostly good weather which made 
the job a great experience.” Few people 
would know that Walter was a med stu-
dent turned mixer, but after landing his 
first film in 1994, he’s glad he’s never had 
to look back since. S&P
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workflow

Daniel Church’s
Mentalist Mix
By Daron James

In its third season, The Men-
talist, starring the Golden 
Globe nominated Simon Bak-

er, takes viewers on a clever crime 
mystery with each new episode. 
Baker’s character, Patrick Jane, 
is a relatively famous psychic 
turned consultant for the Cali-
fornia Bureau of Investigation. 
While helping to solve crimes, 
he’s in the midst of trying to find 
“Red John,” the man who killed 
his wife and daughter. The crew 
brought on to capture the sound 
of this well-written mind delicacy 
was sound mixer Daniel Church, 
boom operator Abel Schiro 
and utility Lance Wandling. 
 S&P caught up with the quiet and 
humble Daniel Church on the Warner Bros. 
lot to talk shop and hear a few stories. A 
third generation sound guy, Daniel is no 
slouch in the mixing chair. His grandfa-
ther was an engineer at MGM and his fa-
ther, Richard, was a respected sound mix-

er himself. But things didn’t start out the 
way Daniel hoped when he was younger. 
A native Californian growing up, Daniel 
helped clean and prepare his dad’s gear and 
would even hangout on set, but he didn’t 
want any part of the sound lifestyle for a 
career. He desired to work in the indus-
trial design arena, and ended up designing 
models for aerospace programs at eleven 
dollars an hour right out of high school. It 
wasn’t until his dad asked if he would like 
to work on a show making seventeen dol-
lars an hour that persuaded him to jump 
into the mix. “It was a no-brainer,” says 
Church. “The money drew me into sound, 
and I’ve been enjoying set life ever since.” 
 Working his way up like a true 
journeyman, Daniel worked as a cable 
man for nine years (Hotel, Jake and the 
Fatman, Dallas), boom’d on shows like 
Diagnosis Muder, Marker and others for 
another five before landing his first mixing 
gig on Diagnosis Murder after the sound 
mixer retired. The mixer who retired, 
Richard Church – his very own father 
passing down the reins.  After three years 
of mixing Murder under his belt, Church’s 
career flourished from there, working on 

shows like Gilmore Girls, Californication 
and Notes from the Underbelly. 
 Now established with a crew that 
he’s known for a very long time, Church 
has found himself loving episodic work 
in Los Angeles. Operating on the Warner 
Bros. lot can be a sudden snag in a sound 
mixer’s mindset of how he performs on 
set. This is because when a production 
walks on to the lot, they’re provided with 
a package for sound which doesn’t al-
low for mixers and the supporting crew 
to use their own gear (for the most part 
anyway). There are both advantages 
and disadvantages to this idea.The obvi-
ous disadvantage being that it’s not your 
gear, so there could be a bit of a learning 
curve. On the other hand, if the machines 
break down, all you have to do is call up 
the WB Sound Department and they’ll 
send you another one right over (just 
make sure it stops working between long 
set ups or at a location close to the lot). 
 Thankfully for the executive 
producers, Daniel is all too familiar with 
the Warner routine. Not just because he 
worked on Gilmore Girls, which was on 
the same lot, but because he worked for 
Hal Landacker in 1983 when the Sound 
Department of Warner Bros. was known 
as ‘The Burbank Studios.” He soaked all 
the knowledge he could until mixer John 
Salcedo pulled him out of there with a 
production gig about a year later.
 Church’s almighty cart is packed 
and stacked with a double recording sys-
tem driven by the Fostex DV824 8-Track 
DVD Recorder. The Cooper CS208D is 
his mixing workhorse and a Lectroson-
ics VR Digital Hybrid system and anten-
nae tree hones in his wireless setup. The 
Mentalist is one of the few shows left that 
shoots on film and because Warner Bros. 
also does its post, they record at a 30fps 
non drop frame with a plus .01% pull up. 
 The crew normally puts in any-
where from a 60 to 66 hour work week, 
shooting with a two camera system and 
the longest break from a setup being 
around forty minutes. Daniel and his crew 
do not like to add any more noise to the 
already busy set, so Abel booms every-
thing wirelessly with Lectrosonics UM 
transmitters. “It doesn’t sound as good as 
a hard line, but the technology has gotten 
so good, we can trust it,” says Church. 
“Doing anywhere from  7-9 pages a day, 
for the sake of speed, the difference is so 
minuscule there’s no reason to be using 
your time on set rerouting cables all day.” 
 The Mentalist is no different 
when it comes to the utility guy step-
ping in to help boom a scene. “We will all 
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Abel and Lance in Griffith Park - anywhere California

abel booming actor Simon Baker and others on the Warner Bros. backlot

watch the rehearsals and ninety-five per-
cent of the time we are in agreement as 
to how to do the shot,” explains Church. 
“If we decide it’s on booms and Abel 
can’t get all of it, Lance has no problem 
stepping in.” On set, Abel steadies a K-
Tek boom with a Sennheiser MKH 50 
shotgun for most of the indoor scenes 
and the Sennheiser MKH 70 when they 
flip the script to an outdoor location. For 
wireless, they have a slew of Lectroson-
ics SMAs, and UCR 411s with Sanken 
COS-11D lavaliers. “As long as we’re in 
a good line of site and less than a couple 
hundred feet with our wireless booms, 
we never have a problem,” adds Lance.  
 Daniel has worked with Lance 
for over twelve years and Abel off and 
on now for the past six. These guys trust 
each other and know their strengths and 
weaknesses. I asked them if they ever 
hang out after work since they’ve known 
each other for so long, and they bellowed 
a joking “Hell, no.” “We have to keep 
it fresh,” explains Church with a smile. 
 At his board, Daniel works dif-
ferently than most mixers I’ve seen. He’ll 
have his wireless on faders one through 
six, and the wireless booms on seven and 
eight. Track one on the recorders is the mix 
track two through eight being the ISOs. 
He’s like a pianist using the full mixer 
board to help play his music. On stage, the 
show is about fifty percent boom/fifty per-
cent radio mics, but when they poke their 
heads outside, they’re about ninety-five 
percent on wires.
 “One of the biggest challeng-
es on this show is our locations,” says 
Church. “They can be just completely 
noisy.” One of their widely used exterior 
locations is near the 101 freeway where 
it’s bumper to bumper traffic all day. It’s 
not just there though. The show scribes 
episodes all over California. “The produc-
ers try to look for locations that are not 
so LA,” explains Church. The crew packs 
their trucks for parts in Northern Califor-
nia, Palmdale, Ventura, Fillmore and even 
San Pedro. Fortunately, they keep a good 
base and bring everything along which al-
lows Daniel to keep his cart in tact. When 
they do go mobile, his cart can run on an 
external battery and he’ll request a Fostex 
PD-6 for any kind of mobile applications. 
 The show has very little play-
back; more video playback than audio 
usually. I wondered if there’s any looping 
needed, and Daniel lightheartedly said, “I 
hope not.” His relationship with post ex-
tends pretty well past The Mentalist. The 
same guys who do the post mix on this 
show, Todd Grace and Ed Carr, also work 

on Daniel’s other gig, Californication. 
“It’s good to keep the line of communi-
cation open with them so you know what 
you’re doing,” says Church. “I’ve always 
made it a point to spend time in an edit 
bay and to visit the dubbing stage. It will 
help you understand what they want or if 
you’re doing anything wrong.”
 Since the show’s budget has in-
creased and the hum of a few annoying 
lights have been changed out, most of the 
worries from the sound crew are the grow-
ing creaks from the floor below, if they’ll 
need to weave in a Countryman into 
someone’s hair or whether or not they’ll 
need to bundle up for a cold day on loca-
tion. Either way, Daniel says he couldn’t 
be more grateful for the crew he has or for 
the people who work in the other depart-
ments on the show around him. “Abel and 
Lance are great and really take care of me 

and the rest of the crew is just so helpful, 
it makes our jobs so much easier.”
 Church comes from a bit of the 
old school and wanted to remind some of 
the up and coming boom ops to remem-
ber to not just play the person’s face that 
is on camera, but to cue back and forth 
both lines of dialogue in the scene, be-
cause you’ll never know what post can 
use. “I’ve never had a producer come up 
to us and say great tracks today guys… 
that would be just weird. No news is 
good news, and from that you know 
you’ve done a good job,” says Church.  
 Outside the stage, you can find 
Daniel enjoying time off with his wife and 
kids (now 21 & 18) either camping or lis-
tening to Led Zeppelin. If you do bump 
into him, ask about the time he hit Dennis 
Weaver in the head with a boom pole… 
it’s a classic. S&P
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BIG
LOVE
The Final Season
By Daron James Mixer Steven Morrow, CaS, striking a pose between takes

Hollywood’s unusually sharp 
bite can sometimes leave you 
wondering why one of your 

favorite shows just got cancelled. I’ve 
even heard a story about an executive 
producer first figuring out his show was 
cancelled when he noticed the sets driv-
ing past him in the opposite direction 
on the freeway. It’s rare when a studio 
or network lets the creators and crew 
know that this will be their last and final 
season. For the talented folks working 
on HBO’s Big Love, they were respect-
fully given such a notice, and as he has 
for the past three seasons, sound mixer, 
Steven Morrow, CAS, and his depart-
ment have been capturing the final days 
of a show many seemed to love. 
 Steven has been mixing profes-
sional sound for the past fifteen years. He 
realized his interest in filmmaking at a 
young age and enrolled at Bellevue Col-
lege in Washington. It wasn’t until Steven 
picked up a camera and started to shoot 
his own short films, that he realized in the 
editing bay how much his sound really 
suffered. He decided to take matters into 
his own hands and took a sound class so 
he could start doing the production sound 
on his own projects. Soon after, Steven 
jumped at the opportunity to boom and 
work sound on other people’s shoots  – 
this is when his interest in troubleshooting 
sound on set really started to peak. 
 One of his class professors told 
his students to get a job on a local film. Af-
ter calling and harassing a producer from 
the local hotline saying he’d work for free, 
Steven managed to land a boom job on the 
film. Unfortunately for him, they shot the 
movie on the Olympic Peninsula where 
there was thirty-five inches of rain in two 
weeks. “It was absolutely horrendous,” 
says Morrow. “You were soaked all day 
and completely miserable.” He started to 

second guess himself about working in 
sound, but the people around him kept on 
telling him that this will probably be the 
worst experience he’ll ever have and to 
keep his head up.
 Steven did just that. He made it 
through the show, and by the end, he real-
ized how much his school wasn’t teach-
ing him about the most basic things on 
set. “A guy during filming asked me to 
hand him an apple box, and I had no clue 
what he was talking about,” says Morrow. 
Steven took a leap of faith. He decided to 
quit school and start working freelance on 
films. He loved being on set and realized 
that’s exactly where he should be to learn 
everything he needed to know. 
 He began his work in Seattle, 
making fifty bucks a day on projects doing 
sound. It was difficult starting out, but Ste-
ven was very appreciative of his family’s 
support. “They were always there for me 
with everything. I wanted to do something 
in film since I was eight years old, and 
they helped me see it through,” mentions 
Morrow. Between working on set, Steven 
would have his eye on the Hollywood Re-
porter and would submit his resume week-
ly for jobs. He realized he had to get to LA 
for more work, so Steven packed his bags 
and left. 
 Luckily, it was only a few short 
weeks after he arrived in LA-LA land that 
he was offered a job. Though the gig was 
only a freebie doing boom, a reluctant Ste-
ven took the job anyway. When he arrived 
on set, the mixer was double-booked, 
and Steven was able to take over. “When 
you’re starting out, it doesn’t hurt to take 
any job, because you never know what it 
will lead to,” says Morrow. He began to 
split more and more jobs with that same 
double-booked mixer, and decided to raise 
his rate from fifty to seventy-five bucks a 
day. “I didn’t think anyone would hire me. 

I thought I was too expensive,” chuckled  
Morrow. 
 But he wasn’t too expensive. He 
built a nice sound package and eventually 
got his first big break on a Nickelodeon 
show called The Secret World of Alex    k. 
They shot ninety-five episodes in three 
years and from there Steven’s career took 
off. He’s managed to work on TV shows 
and films like Buffy the Vampire Slayer, 
Six Feet Under, Austin Powers in Gold-
member, Little Miss Sunshine, Crank, The 
Ugly Truth, Up in the Air and most recent-
ly, The Lincoln Lawyer.   
 Steven’s time on the Big Love 
set can be seen than a little different from 
most episodics. Each episode would film 
longer than most, taking about fifteen 
days with the first unit and another five or 
six days with the second unit. Anchored 
by his crew, Craig Dollinger on boom, 
who Steven has worked with for over 
ten years and Aaron Grice on utility/ad-
ditional boom, the three of them are able 
to use a lot of shorthand on set because of 
their chemistry. “We’ll watch a rehearsal 
together and there isn’t a lot of discussion. 
We pretty much know right away what we 
need to do and who can do what,” says 
Morrow. “Sometimes Craig will surprise 
me by saying he can get the whole thing 
– I’ll ask him if he’s sure and he ends up 
getting it.” 
 Since the days of HBO’s manda-
tory Nagra years have changed, Steven’s 
cart is rigged with a dual recording system 
cemented by the Sound Devices 788T. 
Big Love is shot on film, so they record 
at 30fps 48K 24bit and turn in two DVD 
masters at the end of the day. “I would say 
80% of the show is boomable and the rest 
is wireless,” explains Morrow. “I record 
to track one on my board and everything 
else are ISO tracks.” Ten Lectrosonics 
SM transmitters with Sanken COS-11D 
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Boom Craig Dollinger watching rehearsal, making sure it’s boom-able 

Going mobile

 utility aaron Grice waiting to see what the day will bring

lavaliers are used on the actors with two 
rack mounts and 411 receivers are utilized 
when they go portable. A Sound Devices 
442 is used as well. “Not a lot of the actors 
like to be radio mic’d so we try to boom 
them as much as possible,” says Morrow. 
 The Santa Clarita Studios was 
home for Big Love and the Utah backdrop 
was provided by the city of Fillmore and 
other various places in California. On set, 
the booms usually split the room in half. 
Craig will take one side and Aaron the 
other. “They have a system that works 
and it makes everything so much easier,” 
explains Morrow. For mics, a Sennheiser 
MKH 50 is used indoors and the MKH 
416 is mainly used outside with radio 
mics for back up during uncontrollable 
environments. The rooms on set didn’t 
have anything movable and they had real 
ceilings. But this didn’t slow down Mor-
row’s crew. “HBO likes to rotate their cin-
ematographers around, so we would get a 
variety of guys on set shooting multiple 
cameras with a wide and a medium shot, 
but the DP’s would manage to keep the 
head room for us,” says Morrow. “HBO 
is definitely more old school. They allow 
you to do what’s right and want more of 
the perspective from sound rather than just 
capturing it. If you’re turning in terrible 
tracks, they’ll let you know, but they allow 
you to do the job they hired you for.” 
 Though Morrow looks forward 
to working through challenges on set, Big 
Love was pretty much a straightforward 
show as he puts it. “Almost every episode 
had some kind of music involved, whereby 
we’d set up a Pro Tools session for play-
back on my laptop and pass out earwigs. 
Other than that, because we’ve done a lot 
of different things on other shows, Big 
Love had nothing all too complicated,” 
explains Morrow. 
  “The producers of Big Love were 
great,” says Morrow. They would have 
fun with everyone and give prize baskets 
away on set – they were really crew ori-
entated, which makes our day on set that 
much more fun.”  
 When Steven isn’t working 
on set, you can find him remodeling his 
house with his fiancée or catching up with 
one of his favorite TV shows on DVR. I 
asked the soon to be married Morrow if 
he had any sound advice for up and com-
ing mixers or sound enthusiasts, which 
he replied, “Don’t let your gear slow you 
down. If they don’t notice you on set, you 
know you’ve done your job correctly. If 
your gear doesn’t allow for that to happen, 
it’s better to replace it, before they replace 
you.” S&P
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Avatar: Revisited 
(One of) The Production Mixer’s Cut
By Jim Tanenbaum, CAS

In August of 2007, I got a fateful call 
from production sound mixer William 
B. Kaplan. Bill had been recording a 

feature for James Cameron, but had left 
because of a previous commitment. The 
show had not only gone on far longer than 
he expected, but sound was not required 
every day. I had heard rumors of this proj-
ect, but knew nothing about it other than it 
was a motion-capture CGI sci-fi film.
 Cameron had come up with the 
idea for Avatar about 15 years ago, but 
he was too far ahead of the technology 
at that time. He had to wait a decade for 
motion-capture to develop to the Beowulf 
level before embarking on his project. He 
added four new features to that system: 1, 
real-time animation display; 2, video fa-
cial capture; 3, the “virtual camera”; and 
4, the Simulcam; all to be discussed later. 
Cameron’s project was so advanced that 
he wasn’t just “pushing the edge of the 
envelope” – he was pulling on it from the 
outside.
 Since I had never done a mo-
tion-capture (MoCap) show, I jumped 
at the chance. (I also benefitted from the 
equipment deal Bill had negotiated: a 
4-day week with a 2-day guarantee on 
rental even if no shooting was done that 
week.) And Bill’s son, Jessie, came along 
to boom, as he had previously worked on 
the show with him, so at least he wouldn’t 
have a learning curve.
 However, I had heard horror sto-
ries from others about working with Cam-
eron. And I had spent one day many years 
ago as an unpaid timecode consultant for 
a friend of mine (Austin McKinney) who 
was recording sound on Cameron’s Termi-
nator 3-D for a Universal Studios Florida 
theme park ride. Because of multitudinous 
problems, Cameron had not been particu-
larly happy that day, and let people know 
it. (I discovered that the TC issues were 
not caused by Austin, thank God.)  On 
the other hand, Austin told me that he had 
enjoyed working with Cameron on many 
of his earlier films (from Battle Beyond 
the Stars to Terminator), as, among other 
things, a designer and builder of camera/
optical equipment. His good experiences 
convinced me to take the job. (Later, af-

ter the Terminator 3-D shoot, Austin and 
Cameron had lost touch.
 Because of the incredible com-
plexity of the Avatar infrastructure, Bill 
brought me in ahead of time to observe Art 
Rochester, who was currently mixing the 
show but also needed to leave for another 
job. The audio workflow was extensive – 
recording 8-tracks in digital (a mix and 
seven isos), and sending the eight chan-
nels all over the place in analog: Meta-
corder, Avid, some unnamed XLRs… The 
mix also went to the computer that was 
used for on-set recording of video and au-
dio for immediate playback to the director 
(which fortunately, I didn’t have to run), 
and several other mysterious computers.
 But I found it difficult to pay 
complete attention to the sound setup 

because of all the fascinating things that 
were happening on the set. Cameron’s 
real-time animation system had large 
flat-panel monitors scattered around the 
stage that were continuously displaying 
ten-foot-tall blue aliens with tails running 
around a weird rainforest or flying around 
on fantastic creatures that avoided the 
clichéd look of a pterodactyl or a Sword-
&-Sorcery fantasy “dragon”. I grudgingly 
tore my eyes away from them long enough 
to take copious notes, and Bill provided 
me with some workflow charts and wiring 
diagrams.
 Then it was time to meet Cam-
eron. So far, I hadn’t seen any of his leg-
endary outbursts. Bill introduced me. 
Cameron was polite enough, but I could 
see that he was distracted by needing to 

Jim Tanenbaum mixing on set
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think about five or ten other things at the 
same time, and I wondered if he would 
consider me just another plug-in module. 
Normally, this would be fine with me, as I 
prefer directors who leave me alone to do 
my job and use my own artistic talents and 
judgment, but I had been told that Cam-
eron gets involved with every aspect of 
his films, and I could expect considerable 
interaction with him. I decided to play my 
ace in the hole. (Having spent 40 years in 
the business, I had learned a few things.)
 After I the introduction, I said: 
“By the way, Austin McKinney asked me 
to say hello.”
 Cameron’s face lit up. “You 
know Austin?! Tell him to come down 
here – he’s got to see this place.” My 40-
year friendship with Austin immediately 
cranked me up a notch or two in Camer-
on’s eyes, and helped to establish a more 
personal connection.
 On the day before I was to start 
recording sound, I had my cart and gear 
trucked down to the Playa Vista MoCap 
stage (actually the second-largest of the 
buildings at the old Hughes Aircraft facil-
ity) and proceeded to set up. Bill’s regu-

For many years, my cart has been a “cable-free” zone – it runs completely 
on batteries; I have my own video transmitters to feed my monitors from the 

video-assist system; and I use Zaxcom radio mikes for everything...

lar boom operator, Tommy Giordano, had 
agreed to come in and help me, as he was 
familiar with the rigging.
 My cart has a Deva 5.8 recorder 
and a Cooper 106+1 mixer (with the stereo 
module as the seventh and eighth chan-
nels using the L and R trim pots as fad-
ers). I have eight Zaxcom Stereoline radio 
mikes, and since I wasn’t using their stereo 
function on this show, I sent the receivers’ 
left outs to the Cooper, and the rights di-
rectly to the Deva line in, thus completely 
bypassing the Cooper for the isos on the 
Deva Tracks 2 through 8. This protected 
the Deva isos from any accidental over-
loads in the mix panel as well as avoiding 
the added circuit noise. Because of their 
tremendous dynamic range, once the -20 
dB tone from the Zaxcom receivers was 
used to set the channel gains on the Deva, 
no further adjustment was needed on my 
end. Deva Track 1 was the mix from the 
Cooper.
 The MoCap (because it is so ad-
vanced, Cameron calls his system “perfor-
mance-capture”, but I will continue to use 
“MoCap” when referring to just the part 

of the system that reacts to the reflective 
markers) and live-action systems both 
used 23.98 FPS timecode, which came 
from a house generator. I fed this TC to 
the Deva. I recorded 8 (or sometimes only 
4) tracks at 48 KHz, 24-bit, and turned in 
DVD-RAMs with BWF-P, FAT32 files. 
This was the only thing “ordinary” about 
Avatar.
 For many years, my cart has been 
a “cable-free” zone – it runs completely 
on batteries; I have my own video trans-
mitters to feed my monitors from the vid-
eo-assist system; and I use Zaxcom radio 
mikes for everything: booms, plants, pic-
ture cars, and 2-channel hops to video as-
sist and/or video cameras with the stereo 
E.N.G. receivers. No more worries about 
buzz from H.M.I. power cables near my 
mike cables (especially on camera-car tow 
shots). The Stereoline transmitters are per-
fect for plants, because I can get two plant 
mikes with just one radio-mike channel. 
And for METHOD! actors, I can use two 
lavs, and set the transmitter gains low on 
one input and high on the other. 
 However, I was not able to dis-
pense with cables on Avatar, because of 

the multitude of output channels I had to 
provide. And I wasn’t sure that the analog 
audio distribution system on the stage had 
the dynamic range of the Deva recorder – 
I was worried about overloading it with 
unattended isos. Therefore, I chose to use 
the Cooper’s channel PFL outs, as Art had 
done previously. He very generously left 
behind his old Sonosax mixer, because it 
was necessary to raise the unbalanced -11 
dB isos from my Cooper to +4 dB to feed 
into the stage system.
 I have three different Comtek 
systems. Normally I use my BST-25 
transmitter and twelve PR-25 receivers 
for director, script, producer, producer’s 
mistress, writer, 2nd A.D., etc, and my 
M-216-P7 to transmit to a couple of PR-
216s for my boom operators. I also have 
a BST-216 high-power transmitter for 
my MicroEar earwigs, or if my boom op-
erators are at extreme ranges, or if they’re 
double-booming and need a second chan-
nel to hear only their own mike. (I have 
modified my Cooper to give me PLs to ei-
ther the Monitor A or Monitor B outs.) On 
Avatar however, the requirements were 

different, and occasionally changed, with 
(and without) warning. I was told that 
there would be times when a number of 
actors would require music playback over 
headsets. Since “a number” wasn’t speci-
fied, I elected to establish the use of the 
PR-216 receivers (of which I had only six) 
for the director, script, dialog coach, two 
other tech people involved with the au-
dio, and Paul Frommer (the creator of the 
Na’vi language) when he showed up. The 
M-216 transmitter was fed an audio return 
from the computer that served as the on-
set recorder so everyone could hear audio 
with playback as well as direct. (I sent just 
the mix to that unit.) I reserved the twelve 
PR-25s for playback.
 When music playback wasn’t re-
quired, which was most of the time, my 
boom operator used one of the PR-25s; 
when it was, he could use one of the PR-
216s if Paul or the dialog coach weren’t 
there, albeit without any PL from me or 
the ability to hear his mike during play-
back. Otherwise, I had a “B-unit”: a “Lis-
ten” brand transmitter and three receivers, 
also on the 216 MHz band. The quality 

wasn’t as high as the Comteks, but at least 
the boom operator had PL and a continu-
ous feed from me.
 It took a long time to get all the 
tracks to all the destinations at the correct 
levels without any hum or AC buzzes, but 
I finally integrated my cart into the sys-
tem. (If I have any input for the infrastruc-
ture of “Avatar 2 & 3”, the audio will be 
distributed digitally.) Then I started on the 
MoCap suits, and Murphy’s Law made its 
first appearance, as was to be expected. The 
performance-capture actors wore snugly-
fitted helmets which sported a CCD-chip 
video camera mounted on a short boom in 
front of their faces. A Sanken COS-11 had 
been attached to this boom so the actors 
would always be on-mike regardless of 
which way they turned their head. Since 
the mikes were permanently mounted on 
the helmets, they were wired to a male TA 
panel connector mounted to a metal angle 
bracket in back so the cable from the ra-
dio mike transmitter could be easily un-
plugged when the helmet was removed.
 I saw all this on my earlier tour 
day, and had made up adapter cables for 
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By Daron James

my Zaxcom transmitters. I connected 
them and heard audio from the mikes. 
Unfortunately, I also heard the buzz from 
the Zaxcom transmitter’s digital RF – the 
connector brackets were open on the back, 
and the unshielded wiring was picking up 
the hash. My attempts at improvising a 
shield with aluminum foil were unsuccess-
ful, and there was no hope of making new, 
fully-shielded brackets overnight. I called 
Coffey Sound, with whom production had 
an account, and rented every Sanken lav 
they had. (I had made 16 adapter cables, 
because many actors needed to be wired 
up at once even though they wouldn’t 
all work in a given scene. And some, of 
course, for spares.) I mounted the rented 
mikes next to the built-in ones, and coiled 
up their cables at the rear of the helmets, 
with the plug hanging down on a short 
length of cable.
 Murphy doesn’t give up eas-
ily. Some of the rented Sankens had their 
plugs wired differently, and didn’t work 
with my adapters. But Murphy’s Law fails 
just often enough 
that you can’t trust 
it, and there were 
enough working 
mikes for the first week of shooting. An-
other failure for Murphy: the company 
paid for the rental on the duplicate mikes 
instead of taking it out of my box rental. 
 The last piece of sound gear I was 
responsible for providing was a “Voice of 
God” PA system. Bill told me to bring in 
my Anchor speaker-amp and a hard-wired 
hand mike on a stand, because that was 
what he had used. I did, but now Cameron 
wanted a wireless rig. I broke out one of 
my backup Vega VHF units, and gave him 
a clip-on lapel mike with a PTT switch. 
He didn’t like this setup, but contrary to 
the stories I’d heard, he didn’t shoot the 
offending gear with a .357 Magnum or 
throw it overboard. He simply asked for 
a head-mounted boom mike. I provided a 
combination Comtex headset and boom 
mike for the Vega, but now the recessed 
power switch on the transmitter was an-
noying, as was the “pop” from the speaker 
when it was used. Still nervous, I offered 
to send a P.A. out to buy whatever he 
wanted on the spot, but he said he would 
use what I had – as long as I fixed things 
before he needed the “God Mike” again. 
I got a Countryman E6 the next day, and 
connected it to another one of my back-
ups, an A.K.G. UHF unit whose transmit-
ter had an easily-manipulated mute switch 
on the upper surface. This sufficed for the 
run of the show, although at some point 
Cameron took to hooking the E6 in the 

To read Jim Tanenbaum’s full story visit  
www.soundandpictureonline.com

(Search: Avatar)

Nothing was “normal” on Avatar, not even scene numbers...

neck of his shirt instead of over his ear.
 I discovered that all the down-
converted NTSC video feeds on the set 
were spoken for, and my three cart moni-
tors (2 permanent and 1 add-on) couldn’t 
display Hi-Def. Not wanting to rebuild my 
rig during the shoot, I opted to buy several 
AJA downconverters, until I found out 
that they were $2,000 apiece (in 2007). I 
settled for one. Having my own cart moni-
tor to see the animation in 1080p up close 
(even with its limited rendering) was well 
worth the price. An added bonus was that 
the AJA unit has a “focus” switch that ex-
pands the center third of the image to fill 
the full screen. It was absolutely amazing 
how much detail was in the CGI, even in 
the crude form that was used for the real-
time animation.
 Although the “stage” was lined 
with sound absorbing material, the sheet 
metal walls and roof admitted more than 
enough noise to punch through it, helped 
out by multiple air conditioning ducts 
(flexible cloth tubes) running through 

open doorways and holes cut in the walls. 
Bill had previously ordered that the out-
side sections of the ducts be covered with 
sound battens (Insul-Quilt or something 
similar), so at least the higher frequencies 
were attenuated. Of course, the “stage” 
was situated in the middle of a huge 
construction project, complete with pile 
drivers and many-storey-high swing-arm 
cranes. We were out of LAX’s flight path, 
but there were more than enough light 
planes and helicopters to make up for it.
 As if exterior noise sources 
weren’t enough, we had hundreds of com-
puters and monitors on the set with indi-
vidual cooling fans. Again, Bill had pre-
viously arranged for some plywood baffle 
walls to be built, but since his tenure the 
computers had proliferated and spilled out 
from behind them. And then there were 
the elevated floor modules made out of 
plywood. I carry a dozen 2’ x 5’ carpet 
strips (6 grey and 6 black) on my follow 
cart – sometimes Cameron would let me 
put them down, and sometimes not.
 Initially, I tried to boom every-
thing in addition to the helmet mikes, us-
ing a Sennheiser MKH-40 or -50. There is 
an amazing freedom in MoCap: the boom 
can be placed almost anywhere I wanted 
it, so long as it did not block a reference 
camera. No worries about shadows or the 
pole cutting the corner of the frame. I did 
have to wrap flat-black paper tape on the 

shiny clutch nuts where the anodizing had 
worn off; they were reflecting light back 
into the MoCap cameras. I later acquired a 
black cloth sleeve to slip over the fishpole 
to cover its entire length.
 Murphy quickly took care of my 
booming ideas. The MoCap “stage” was 
simply too noisy for the boom mike to 
reach more than two or three feet. Trying 
a MKH-416 didn’t improve things. With 
only one boom operator, I had to rely on 
the helmet mikes for most dialog scenes, 
though I did use the boom solo during 
stunt shots in order to get some audio and 
avoid silent footage that lacks the “ener-
gy” appropriate for action scenes.
 Nothing was “normal” on Ava-
tar, not even scene numbers. No getting 
a simple “Scene 195A – Take 2” from 
the script supervisor (Luca Kouimelis for 
most of the performance-capture work) – 
the scene numbers were as complex as all 
the other elements. They had to contain 
both the “conventional” scene and take 
numbers, and information describing the 

particular CGI 
environment in-
volved, and which 
version (with 

multiple parameters) of it was being used. 
195A_tk_00E_002_Z1_pc001_0A01_
VC_Av001_LE was typical. Initially, 
Luca would take the time to give me the 
part of these long strings of number and 
letters that I needed for my sound meta-
data as soon as she got them from the data 
wranglers, but then the IT Department was 
able to install a Python client on my laptop 
that downloaded the scene numbers in real 
time from Lightstorm’s Ethernet so I could 
enter them into the Deva directly, without 
having to bother her. I had an external key-
board, but I found the Deva’s touchscreen 
so convenient that I didn’t need to use the 
keyboard. I would enter the number above 
as “Scene” 195A_00E_002, and “Take” 2. 
The Deva can automatically increment the 
take number, but since the last digit of the 
scene number was also the take number, it 
had to be advanced manually. Fortunately, 
the Deva has a dedicated “INCREMENT 
SCENE NUMBER” touchscreen but-
ton as well as an “INCREMENT TAKE 
NUMBER” button.
 After a few days, I got into the 
rhythm of the shoot, and stopped having 
to think about everything before I did it – 
but I never got over the distraction of the 
wonders going on all around me...
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A Career in Sound 
Mixing and Production
Newman’s career is anything 
but typical. At the age of six-
teen, he attended M.I.T. “It 
was overwhelming for me, in-
tellectually, socially, in every 
way. It was a mistake to go at 
such a tender age, but I did,”  
he said. I couldn’t cut it. I was 
gone in a year and a half. I 
was selling soft ice cream in 
Times Square.” By the time 
Newman was twenty, he crash 
landed into the bustle of New 
York City. Newman boldly 
announced to the world “I am 
a sound mixer!”

Award Winning 
Life Lesssions 
with Chris Newman

By Merrel Davis

There are a handful of sound mixers in feature films whose work has ascended to the highest echelon 
of the industry. These names, even known to the average filmgoer, represent a small and storied 
pool. One member of this exclusive pool is Chris Newman, a three time Academy Award winning 

(eight nominations) sound mixer. You’d have to be living under a rock not to have seen one of the films he’s 
worked on. From The Godfather, Amadeus, The Exorcist, to Fame and The English Patient, Newman has 
seen 50 years of sound mixing and experienced the sea change of Hollywood first hand in the process. He sat 
down with me to chat about his life, his career, his teaching and his reflections on the state of filmmaking. 

 In the 1960’s, New-
man began work on docu-
mentaries using his trusty Na-
gra recorder; “The first Nagra 
I ever had was in 1961, and 
when I got it, no one knew 
how to use it. The em ployer 
didn’t know how to use it so 
we had to figure it out togeth-
er.” Luckily, by the time New-
man landed his first feature, 
Haskell Wexler’s critical hit 
Medium Cool, his love for the 
Nagra was in full swing. 
 An old school love, 
the analog Nagra can be a hard 
thing to shake. Newman loved 
his Nagra; “The thing I miss 

about those kinds of record-
ers is the simplicity of using 
them. Working on the set is 
an almost bizarre experience 
where you are constantly 
bombarded with decisions, 
decision making and tension, 
your tension other people’s 
tension.” Keeping a simple 
recorder, he said, makes “life 
easier.”
 As technology pro-
gressed in sound mixing and 
recorders, Newman eventu-
ally transitioned to hard drive 
based digital recorders. The 
first movie he solely used hard 
drive recording was Jonathan 

Demme’s remake of The Man-
churian Candidate (2004). “I 
had problems, problems in the 
field. But we muddled our way 
through, and it made things a 
lot easier for the editors. Tthat 
was important. Prior to that, 
all we used was the Nagra D.”
 When I asked New-
man if there was a change in 
style of work since he began 
his career, he paused for a long 
moment; “Look, all this busi-
ness about making movies, 
working on movies, all of it 
boils down to problem solv-
ing. We are constantly prob-
lem solving. One of the big 

Newman & David Moshlak 
from the set of Shamus
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differences I notice between movie mak-
ing now and earlier on is that we had a hell 
of a lot more fun back then!”

A Set Life
 Newman was surprisingly candid, 
“All I did was make mistakes, get better, 
make mistakes, get better.” He had a men-
tor, Jack Jacobsen, known for his sound 
work on Apocalypse Now and Kramer vs. 
Kramer. Jacobsen would call from time to 
time and tell him, “Chris, nice job.” But 
something Jacobsen said has stuck with 
Newman all these years later, “Look, all of 
film recording is about one thing. Signal 
to noise. It’s always about signal to noise.” 
Indeed, Newman encourages, “Question 
how much pull does the microphone have. 
How much of what you want can you get 
and how much of what you don’t want, 
can you eliminate.”
 Newman has encountered his fair 
share of problems with sound on set. That 
is almost inevitable for all crews, and for 
him, the importance was always in how 
one is able to address and troubleshoot 
problems on set effectively and quickly. 
On his last film, What Happens in Vegas, 
he had problems finding enough channels 
for the wireless radio mics. Unbeknownst 
to him until production day, they were 
close to a Navy Yard. Almost all 16 chan-
nels were swamped. “I don’t know what 
happened, but it was probably God tell-
ing me time to stop working,” Newman 
laughs.
 I wondered out loud if there was 
a film that Newman felt he had missed out 
on. “Plenty, but that’s no one’s business 
but my own. I turned down a movie that 
became Taxi Driver to do All the Presi-
dent’s Men and at that time there was no 
reciprocity between East Coast and West 
Coast unions. Ultimately, I was not able to 
do All the President’s Men. So, I lost both 
movies within a very short period of time. 
I tried my best not to have a nervous break 
down!”
 Since Newman, couldn’t do All 
the President’s Men, he recommended Jim 
Webb. Webb asked if there was anything 
he could do for him. Newman simply said, 
“When you win the Oscar, you can thank 
me.” Webb did win the Oscar, but for-
got to thank him. Humbled about it now, 
Newman reflects “I didn’t talk to him for 
10 years. When I finally confronted him, 
he said, “I was so overwhelmed, I forgot. I 
apologize.” 
 Newman ultimately recommend-
ed Les Lazarowitz for Taxi Driver. “He 
did an amazing job and an even better job 

on Raging Bull. That was worth a lot to 
me because he was my second boom op-
erator. I was very happy for him.”
 Appreciation of his sound crew is 
important. “Sound mixers become famous 
because their boom operators were great,” 
Newman explains. “It’s not all the sound 
mixer. It’s a bunch of people… When you 
find great boom operators like Gregg Har-
ris, Marc Jon-Sullivan, Dennis Maitland 
II, Ken Weston, Pat Suraci and David Sut-
ton, you simply let them do their job.”

School’s in Session
 Now an instructor at the School 
of Visual Arts in New York City, New-
man’s hard learned lessons on set are ap-
plied to his teaching syllabus. 
 In some form or another, New-
man has taught throughout his career, 
starting as early as the 1970’s. At SVA, 
Newman would bring students to the set, 
if he was working a job. “When we were 
working with Sidney Lumet on 100 Cen-
tre St., a series that he treated like live TV 
from the 50’s, Lumet was very generous. 
He’d let students sit with him when he 
called shots.”
 Dealing with students has its 
challenges. A much more technically ori-
ented generation has emerged, yet they are 
sometimes more insular in their risk tak-
ing. Newman reflects on this, “The whole 
idea of bringing discipline to kids 18-22 
years old is very elusive. Try to get them 
to show up to set on-time.” And not just 
for sound consideration, teaching students 
how to put their boots down on the battle-
field requires a total understanding of the 

production process, working with people, 
teaching them how to work on set, work in 
teams, how to shoot, how to take sound on 
the set, how to cut and criticize.”
 There are many clichés about the 
sound mixing profession. Jack Solomon 
once said, “We’re technicians not magi-
cians.” Newman is quick to share wis-
dom with his pupils. “I tell them, always 
be thinking. Always be conceptualizing. 
Trust no one myself included. Assume 
nothing. Double check the equipment 
endlessly. Always have fresh batteries as 
well as fresh underwear.” 
 Students in Newman’s courses 
are directed to be meticulous and to check 
everything again and again. Because in his 
eyes, something will always go wrong no 
matter how careful or prepared you are. 
One must always be thinking about how to 
deal. “I won’t enable my students. Mean-
ing, I will not show them how to do things 
very often. I expect them to kind of blun-
der through things as I did.” 

The Ultimate Reflection
 As my candid interview with 
Newman came to a close, I asked him to 
reflect on his accomplishments, and true to 
form, he didn’t miss a beat. “I have been 
extraordinarily lucky and been in the right 
place at the right time over and over again. 
I had a lot of discipline. I tried as I got 
older to be more reasonable, just a little.” 
He paused one last time, “One learns that 
doing sound is not about the sound man. 
It takes a sound man a long time to learn 
that.”

Dennis Maitland holding an 816, Chris Newman & Steve Scanlon 
on the set of Philadelphia
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Challenging and creative productions are finding bodypack recorders an increasingly useful tool. This Quick 
Guide outlines how to manage bodypack style lavalier recording devices in the field.  The step-by-step process 
below is relevant to the following products.  Devices beginning with “ZFR” are recording units only.  Products 
beginning with “TRX” record and transmit and may therefore be monitored and recorded on another device in 
real-time.

Zaxcom Bodypack Recorder Cheat Sheet

Zaxcom Recording Only Units: ZFR100, ZaxcomZFR200
Zaxcom Recording and Transmitting Units: TRX900, TRX900AA, TRX900LT
TRX900LTS, TRX942, & TRX992

Here’s the link to Zaxconvert software to retrieve the audio from your device:
http://zaxcom.com/support_software_updates.htm

Each day, here’s our suggestion to what you should do:
1. Insert a microSD card (whose contents you are ready to delete entirely) into the Zaxcom Recording Body-
pack unit.
2. Hold menu button and power on the unit until it is booted, then release menu button.
3. Press menu until you reach the category that says “press up 5x to format card.”
4. Press up 5 times to format card. When format is complete, reboot (do not hold menu button during reboot). 
5. Once booted, ensure the unit is in record by looking for REC on the home screen (if the unit has a “Card” 
button, you may hold it and press the buttons labeled REC, STOP and PLAY to control the unit).
6. Use the menu button to cycle through common settings and ensure gain is set appropriately.
7. Ensure the timecode settings matches other devices on set (like cameras). If in doubt and shooting video, set 
to 23.98 or 29.97.
8. For timecode based workflows, connect an LTC signal to the mic input OR the TC input on a side adapter 
(ex. STA100, STA150 or TCA100) and confirm the unit replies “JAMMED.”  
9. Go to lock page and let it count down to lock it (you may unlock it by pressing menu and UP simultaneously)
10. Place a piece of tape to make sure the ON button isn’t accidentally hit.
11. At the end of the day, power off the unit and carefully remove the microSD card.
12. Put the microSD card into a microSD to SD card adapter and connect it to a mac or PC via a card reader.
13. Open the Zaxconvert software you’ve downloaded from the link above and click “add source folder.”
14. Point to the only subdirectory on the SD card.
15. Place a checkmark next to directories or segments (aka files) you want to transfer.
16. Select the output folder where you would like the files to appear as BWFs. Press translate.
17. Once finished, review and spot check your files to make sure you have all of the information you need.
18. Ensure your audio is backed up with safeguards appropriate to your production (eg. in 3 separate places).
19. If you choose to immediately reuse SD cards, place green tape on the card to indicate it is ok to be formatted 
and used.



The fusion of video, audio, animation and effects. The inspiration behind content 
produced to inform and entertain audiences around the corner — or across the 
globe — in any number of formats. This is the art of integration.

Experience the gallery of innovation that is the NAB Show™ and let your next 
masterpiece take shape. Here you’ll fi nd the technologies leading today’s viewer 

and user experiences, the tools that foster the collaboration of art and science, 
and the power to unlock the endless combinations of creative expression within 

your imagination. Learn more and register at www.nabshow.com. 
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Monitor Yoke Mounts

Marketplace

To advertise in our 
marketplace

please contact
daron@coffeysound.com
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Consignment Used Rental Gear

All Coffey Sound gear is tested and ready for production. If you would like to 
make an offer on any of our Consignment products, give us a call and ask for 
sales. If you would like to make an offer of our Rental inventory, please call and 

ask for rentals. (No pricing listed? - Give us a ring to find out!)

  
•LECTROSONICS MC40 CABLE-$20 
•PSC MC40 CABLE-$25 
•COOPER CS104 MIXER-$1800 
•ANVIL CASES BLUE (LARGE)-$100 
•SENNHEISER MKH70 W/ ZEPP-$1300 
•COOPER 208 MIXER-$7500 
•SENNHEISER SK50 TRANS-$1000 
•DENECKE TS-2-$900 
•LIGHT DIMMER -EUR CON-$50
•LIGHT DIMMER - US CON-$50 
•PORTAMOUNT FOR DR-100/H4N-$79.95
•LECTROSONICS M-150-MM400A-$75
•LITTLELITE GOOSENECK 12’ LED-$35
•JOSEPHSON PODIUM/GOOSENECKMIC 
W/ HYPERCARDIOD CAPSULE-$150
•ZAXCOM DEVA II-$3000 
•GOOSENECK 18”-$10 
•LECTROSONICS SM BLOCK 22-$600 
•NEOPAX SM WAIST BLACK-$20 
•REMOTE AUDIO HOTBOX-$150 
•SONY 7506 HEADPHONES-$70 
•PSC UHF LOG PERIODIC SHARKFIN-$15
•MTO SINGLE STRADDLE BAG-$20 
•ZAXCOM STEREO HOP BLK 27-$4900
(TRX900/STA150/2RX900S) BLOCK 27
• LECTROSONICS VRM BLOCK 21/22 
W/ 5VRTS-$3500
•PSC COILED 7’ CABLE RT ANG -$40  
•LECTROSONICS UT200 BLOCK 21-$600 
•NEUMANN KM150-$965 
•COOPER CS104 VU METERS-$1500 
•BACKSTAGE SHELVES 36/18/1.5” FOR 
MAGLINER W/ CARPET-$50
•IDX I400 4-BAY NICKEL CHARG-$100 
•SENN MKE-2 TO 4 PIN LEMO-$50 
•LECTROSONICS UMC200D BLOCKS 
21/22 MULTICOUPLER-$750
•SENNHEISER 816T-$600 
•LECTROSONICS IFB T2-$650 
TRANSMITTERS BLOCK 29
•NAGRA EMTEC 468 1/4” 7” REEL-$17
•RME ADI-4DD ADAT TO AES-$500 
CONVERTER FOR 5.1 SYSTEMS
•COMTEK BST-50B-$800
•COMTEK PHASE RIGHT 72-76-$100
•COMTEK M-72 RANGE-$350
•COMTEK PR-72B W/ PCH-$100
•DENECKE TS-2SB SLATE-$1000
•LECTROSONICS IFB T2-$650 
TRANSMITTERS BLOCK 28
•SOUND DEVICES 442-$1850
 

•WENDT X4 4-CHANNEL MIXER W/ HI-
ROSE POWER CONNECTOR-$1500
•PSC POWERSTATION-$600 
•TRAM TR-79 AUDIO LIMITED MICRON 
POWER SUPPLY-$100
•SENN MKE-2 LAV W/ LEMO-$50
•FOSTEX PD-4-$500 
•SONY WR WIRELESS SYSTEM-$500 
•LECTROSONICS M-152 LAV-$95  
•SOUND DEVICES 702-$1800 
•RYCOTE STEREO “AG” WINDJAM-
MER-$105
•NAGRA 4STC RECORDER-$1500 
•COOPER CS106+1 MIXER-$4000 
•BACKSTAGE BUCKET-$20 
•CABLE DSUB25-AES-$20
•HOSA 23’ CABLE D-SUB - 1/4”-$50 
•HOSA 8 CHANNEL 9’ D-SUB-1/4”-$35
•OPTIMUS NON-POWERED SPKRS-$5 
•TIMECODE SWITCHBOX-$20 
•APHEX COMPELLOR 320A-$500 
•MOTOROLA CDM1250 MOBILE UHF 
STATION-$400
•HHB PDR1000 TC-$300 
•GLYPH 4.7GB PORTABLE DEVAMATE
DVD-RAM BURNER-$50
•COMTEK NTC-102 NECKLOOP-$60 
•SONY POWER - WIRED FOR OLD 
LECTRO TA5-$80

Sell your old gear here too! Call or stop on in and we’ll be happy to help you.  

323-876-7525
visit www.coffeysound.com for the lastest 

•BEACHTECH DXA-4 OR 4S - $50 

•COOPER CS-104 - $1250
INCLUDES (1) PORTABRACE CASE, 
POUCH & STRAP

•DENECKE PS-T - $60 

•FOSTEX PD-606 - $2750 
INCLUDES (1) IDX BATTERY SLED

•LECTROSONICS R1 (BLK 22) - $300
INCLUDES (1) BELT CLIP

•SCHOEPS CMC-4 PRE-AMP - $250 

•SOUND DEVICES 442 - $1750 
INCLUDES (1) PORTABRACE CASE, 
POUCH & STRAP

•TASCAM DA-98 - $100
INCLUDES (1) OSHA POWER CABLE

•WENDT X5 - $1250
INCLUDES (1) PORTABRACE CASE, 
POUCH & STRAP
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RUIGE TL-480HDC 4.8” HD Field Monitor

Sound Devices CL-WiFi

Cineform’s Neo3D
Neo3D is CineForm’s real-time 3D editing software for Win-
dows or Mac. Neo3D extends the features and performance of 
2D NLE and compositing software applications - including from 
Adobe, Apple, Avid, Autodesk, Sony, etc - into feature-rich 3D 
editing tools.  Neo3D supports YUV / RGB / CineForm RAW 
stereo files at unlimited spatial resolution for its workflow. 

Neo3D includes First Light 3D, the center point for real-time 3D 
adjustments including: stereo file multiplexing, individual eye or 
stereo color correction, keyframeable convergence (horizontal, 
vertical, rotation), keystoning, floating windows, ghost busting, 
and much more.  Neo3D also includes HD Link (Win) or Re-
Master (Mac) for performing file ingest, format conversion, and 
pre-processing.

The CL-WIFI is a hardware accessory that provides the 788T and 788T-SSD 
Digital Recorder with WiFi connectivity. With a CL-WiFi connected to a 788T over 
the C.Link connection, the 788T is controllable by an Apple iOS device, such as 
an iPad, iPhone, or iPod Touch running iOS version 4 or greater, users can con-
trol a 788T with the free CL-WiFi Controller app.

The CL-WIFI hardware requires a 788T or 788T-SSD running firmware revision 
2.14 or greater.

Ruige now offers a truly unique on-camera monitor solution that does 
away with bulky, kludgy adapters on DSLR cameras.  Usually, a pow-
ered, outboard converter box is required to adapt the HDMI output of 
the DSLR into existing HD-SDI infrastructure.  The Ruige monitor has 
that converter built-in!  Simply plug the HDMI feed from a DSLR into 
the Ruige (and lock the HDMI cord with their unique cable holder) and 
it will present you with a HD-SDI output and a beautiful high definition 
picture.  Finally, there’s a monitor made for professionals who shoot with 
DSLRs. 

Zaxcom Deva HD2USB Adapter
This Deva hard drive caddy to USB adapter allows for direct ac-
cess of Deva hard drives from PC or Mac computers. The drive 
will mount as a FAT32 compatible drive and ZaxConvert is used 
to extract files direct from the hard disk with transfer speeds 10x 
to 20x faster than Deva mirroring. 
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